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THE DEVELOPMENT

OF DEVELOPMENT THEORY:
TOWARDS CRITICAL

CLOBALISM

The prevalent note in development thinking nowadays is saying goodbye toparadigms. Many articles open by saying gooauy" to modernizatiJnžno depen-dency, while insisting tha' no new pa.adigm wilí be proposed. rn" ouj""tion, tothese paradigms are familiar 
"oough 

and tilere's no need to restate them here. stillthis is not just a time of 'waitinglor a text'. several new departures in develop-

*:Tj:t*'11111:1"*erat 
tendencies in social th9ory, ,*r, 

", 
irr" problema-

Í''':,j:l""i;:*'TJ.";.'."Jj::T':tT',':,*":i.:::.:.i1".::::.*s'*:or
199.1)' subjected to archaeologicar excavation (Sachs r999), or juxtaposed toexplorations of the postmodern (Schuurman l993' Slater l9íi). rtr"se contritu-tions expand on the critiques of Eurocentrism, orientarism, and occidental cul_

The very notion of deu,eropment is increasingry being bracketed. The question-
ing comes from various directions: from deconJructions of development discourse

tural homogenization in postcolonial and cultural studies. No doubt the debateson modemity and postmodernity carry major implications for developmenttheory for they are concern-ed with redefining 'a"rr.top-".rt' *.ri-tu.g".
These contributions are limited by their freoccupation with discourse. whiledeepening our critical insight they do not ofibr alternatives. At the same trme thatpostmodern interrogations provide the basis for a new critique of modernization

theory, modernity as a theme is makíng a comeback, but náw r" .r" pr'..r - 
"'late or advanced moderniťy, modernity .reworked,, 

neomodernization theory, ornew modemitv. The ratter involves the notion 
"f 

;rirt;;"*y'ffi',"h; 
argumentof a 'new modernity' in which alr societies, developed and less deveroped, areexposed to a globalization of ecological and other risks (Beck 199).

A recurring feature of many discussions is that deveiopment theory is beingaťtributed more coherence 
'a1d 

c'onsistency than it possesses. Thus rn beingcriticized as the'religion of the west'(Rist 1997) oias trre.mytrr o1-develop_
ment' (Tucker 1999), developmentalism is homogenized and discussed as if itwere cut from a single croth. The deconstruction of development texts is not thesame as unpacking development theory, disaggregating its lineages, dimensions
and projects.
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but also from the momentum of globalization on account of which the special
status of developing economies - the original rationale of the development argu-
ment - is gradually being eroded. In this context, structural adjustment represents
a radical break with the development tradition, less because of its neoliberal
thrust than, more importantly, because of the implicit argument that all societies
must adjust to global economic imperatives. The implication is that either develop-
ment is gradually fading out as an outdated perspective belonging to a bygone era
of economic apartheid, or it is broadened to apply to all societies, as a global
logic. If this were the case it would be logical to assume that the content and
meaning of development would be changing too.

These various notions - deconstruction of development, structural adjustment,
globalization, global risk - seem to point in a similar direction: the demise of
.development' and íts gradually emerging reconstruction as world development.
A related question is the relationship between endogenous and exogenous
dynamics in development: this too, on different grounds, may point toward a
reconceptualization of development as a global problematic.

This chapter seeks to develop three arguments. First, it argues that development
thinking has not been the single paradigm for which it has often been taken, but
that all along it has been a heterogeneous set ofapproaches that has been not only
variable over time but highly diverse at any given time. Secondly, it zeroes in on
one particular unresolved dilemma in several forms of development thinking: the
disparity and tension between endogenous and exogenous dynamics in develop-
ment. Thirdly, it explores the current tendency to rethink development as a process
that is not reserved to 'developing countries' but that all societies are developing,
as part ofa global process. Thus itjuxtaposes development discourse and globali-
zation. I argue that globalzation should neither be blocked out or ignored, in the
name of delinking, import substitution or neomercantilism, nor unconditionally
embraced. The term I propose for this in-between position is critical globalism.

The first part ofthis chapter takes the form ofdevelopment discourse analysis.
The second part continues this analysis with metatheoretical reflections. The
strength of discourse analysis is to make subjectivities transparent, which may
offer grounds to renegotiate subjectivities; but it is limited in that it does notperse
engage objective dynamics. So in the third part the mode of argument changes as
well. The closing argument on development and globalization seeks to gather the
insights gained from analysing development discourse and to combine these with
changes in objective circumstances so as to arrive at critical policy orientations.

Notions of Change

There is a tendency among users as well as critics of development theory to
attribute to it a certain coherence and consistency, with the exception of one or
another favourite cleavage. This easily produces a dichotomous view ofdevelop-
ment theory, as in Marxisrir versus neoclassical economics, mainstream versus
counterpoint, etc. Development theories promote the- facadc*af--aa11sjÁlenay
as part of their single-minded future-building project. Critics contribute to it by
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following the logic of binary opposition. rt may be fruitful instead to viewdevelopment theory in the prural, not as the unfotding of a grand paradigm,
neatly bifurcati'g in contesting models, but as a tryuiia mudl up of unevenelements' of borrowings and incursions from alien sources, and improvisations
spurred by crises. In a word, to consider the inconsistencies ofwhat go"s underthe heading of development theory.

Robert Nisbet is widely regardei, incruding by critics of many claims of deverop-
mentalism, as a'authoritative source on the history of western notions of change,
while he is also a spectacular representative of the tendency to ,homogenize'
developmental thinking. rn sociar change and Histoty he maintains that .For
twenty-five hundred years a single metaphoric concepiion of 

"h"d; 
has domi_nated westem thought' (1969: 2l ). The theory of sociar devetoiment, in hisview' derives from the ancient metaphor of growth. with the Greeks this took onthe form of cycles of change; in the christiai version formulated by Augustine itwas modifted to an epic form, which was still cyclical but without rácurrence; andby the seventeenth century it was again modified to produce the modern idea oflirrear progress. In the eighteenth cenhuy this set ofássumptions engendered theidea of 'natural histcry', and in the nineteenth century, the theo"ly of socialevolution that was common to Hegel, Saint-Simon' Comte, Marx, Spenčer, Morganand Tylor. This theory. according to Nisbet. regarded change 

"r;*;i, 
immanent,

or proceeding from forces. within the entity, continuousl directional, .r"""ssury,
corresponding to differentiation in society, typically moving from the homo_gel:.ous to the heterogeneous, and f'rally, as proceeding from uniform causes.

Nisbet concedes that in twentieth-century social science there was a revoltagainst evolutionism, replacing unilinear evolutionism with multilinear evolu-
tion, but he maintains that even the critics reproduced the underlying metaphor ofgrowth: 'although they were denouncing the schemes of sociai eiolution, theywere accepting at fulr value the concepts of change that underlay the theory ofsocial evolution' (1969: 225). Tbat is, the berief in origins, imman"nce, continu-
ity, uniform causes, etc. is reproduced in twentieth-cen-*fury 

"on""p,io^ 
of socialchange. This bold thesis raises several questions: is this representation plausible,

or does it in itself reflect a belief in origins and continuityi
A different way of reading the development of deveíopment theory may begenealogy in the Nietzschean sense. Nietzsche, as Foucault reminds us, wasopposed to the search for'origins': 'because it is an attempt to capture the exactessence of things, their purest possibilities, and their .u."n tty p-t""i"a identi_ties; because this search assumes the existence of immobile iorms that precede

the extemal world of accident and succession'. However, Foucault continues, .if
the genealogist ... listens to history' he finds behind things .not a timeless andessential secret, but the secret that they have no essence or that their essence wasfabricated in a piecemeal fashion from arien forms' (Foucault 19ga: 7g). Anexample of the preoccupation with origins is Heger: ,The principle of deverop-ment involves also the existence of a latent germ of being - a 

"upu"ity 
or poten_tiality striving to realize itself. This formal 

-conception 
finds actual existence inspirit; which has the history of the world for its theatre, it, po.r".rion, and thesphere of its realization' (quoted in Nisbet 1969: 159).

For Nietzsche this would be an example of the 'Egyptianism' of philosophers,

the obstinate 'placing of conclusions at the beginning' (in Foucault 1984: 90).

History is replaced by metaphysics, by Neoplatonic essences beyond time. Let's

contrast this with Nietzsche (1976: 470): 'By searching out origins, one becomes

a crab. The historian looks backward; eventually he also believes backward.'

Nisbet's history of the idea of development as a continuous outgrowth of the

Greek metaphor of growth exhibits not only the preoccupation with origins and

continuity but also an essentialism ofideas. It lays claim to a grand cohesiveness

of western thought, uniting the pagan and christian, classical and modern

notions in a single weave. It sets the West apart from the rest of the world, while

it tacitly removes the main lines of cleavage within Western thought, those sepa-

rating ancients and moderns, religious and secular elites, elites and dissidents

(such as Nietzsche's esprits libres). An exercise in high humanism, it produces an

elite representation of Western notions of change, with the classics duly towering

above subsequent thinkers as the true ancestors of Western thought.

what faithful conformism to begin with the Greeks, the proverbial 'cradle of

Western civilization'. Why not consider the divergencies among Greek notions

of change? For example among the Peripatetics, the followers of Aristotle, who

along with the Neoplatonists adhered to a cyclical notion of time, whereas the

Stoics moved away from this, and historians such as Herodotus and Thucydides

broke altogether with the doctrine of recurrence.
In his essay on Chinese 'Attitudes toward time and change as compared with

Europe' Joseph Needham gÍoups non-Christian Greek thought together with

Indian thought and the Hindu and Buddhist notion of the endless repetition of the

wheel of existence. Needham refers to 'the intense history-consciousness of

Christendom' and contrasts linear Judaeo-Christian time to cyclical Indo-Hellenic

time. with regard to china he concludes: 'strange as it may seem to those who

still think in terms of the "timeless Orient", the culture of China was, on the

whole, more of the lranic, Judaeo-Christian than of the Indo-Hellenic types'
(Needham 1981: l3l). This gives us a rather different view of the distribution of

civilizational perceptions of change, and a totally different map of world history

from Nisbet's. The grounds for the singularity of the West as a special case, a

deviation from the 'general human pattern', are eliminated.

Why not highlight, rather than continuity and uniformity, the discontinuities

and divergencies in Western notions of change? Western views, of course, have

also been an amalgam, as we can seeo for instance, in the mélange of Christian

views in Augustine's time and later in the return to cyclical thinking in Nietzsche

(.ewige Wiederkehr' or eternal recurrence), Spengler and Toynbee (Needham

1981: 128). A re-examination of Westem notions of development may reveal a far

more heterogeneous history, replete with moments of improvisation, dissonance,

discontinuity. Leaving aside that Nisbet simplified the notions of change of

Greeks and Clristians - which to an extent he nuanced in a later work (1980) -

let's turn to the moderns.
Nisbet rightly mentions that the nineteenth-century theories of social develop-

ment applied to different entities * to reason for Turgot and Condorcet, to

knowledge and civilization for comte, to freedom for Hegel, to democracy for
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Toqueville, to the forces of production for Marx, to social institutions for Spencer,
to kinship, property and civil government for Morgan, to legal institutions for
Maine, to culture and religion for Tylor. Nisbet insists; 'it was the entity ... for
which natural development in time was claimed. It was nol the sum total of geo-
graphical areas on earth' (1969: 167). But this is not the whole story of the theory
of social evolution. Evolutionist stages theories, such as that of Victorian anthro-
pology * primitivism, savagery, barbarism, civilization - were also taken to apply
to human cultures, which were identified with societies (cf. Stocking 1987).
Theorists ofsocial evolution regularly applied their views to geographical areas -
Hegel on Africa, Marx on Asia are familiar examples.

Nisbet's focus is on development conceived as natural and endogenous to the
entity or society, but another dimension to nineteenth-century developmental
thought which is glossed over in his account is development arising from exo-
genous influences and conditions - from diffusion, intemational influences, or
what we would now call globalization. Marx's theory is both: 'the new grows in
the womb of the old'refers to endogenous, organic gÍowth; while his statements
on capitalism as a 'permanently revolutionizing force', on its progressive effects
on the 'rural idiocy' of the countryside, and of colonialism on 'stagnant' societies
refer to external dynamics.

Nisbet is sensitive to western ethnocentrism: 'No one can miss the fact that
in every instance - there is no exception - the direction of change found by the
evolutionist was toward the specific set of qualities possessed by western Europe
alone'(1969 169-10). But, just as geography is missing, the imperial setting is
absent from his account. In fact it has been argued that imperialism is marked by
'the primacy of the geographical', for it is after all 'an act of geographical violence'
(Said l993: 225). While this is a particularly naÍTow reading of imperialism that
overlooks its political economy (which may well transcend geographical, territo-
rial boundaries), the element ofgeography should not be ignored.

Nisbet's argument of continuity overlooks the actual shifts in Western develop-
mental thinking, it papers over the dynamics over time of European views.
Briefly, seventeenth- and eighteenth-century views tended to be ambivalent as to
Europe's status in the world and looked up to non-European models such as
China, Turkey, Persia, the noble savages of America' the Paciťrc and Africa. only
in nineteenth-century theories of social evolution did the European will to powe{
prevail; they took a single-focused form whích provided greater consistency,
particularly during the second half of the cenťury, than before or after.r

If Nisbet's representation is fundamentally flawed, how can we account for the
fact that his kind ofview has found such wide acceptance? A related question is
to what extent we can recognize the same implicit model of endogenous, organic
growth in contemporary development theory.

Development Theories in the Plural

If we consider ťwentieth-century development thinking and its theoretical lineages,
does Nisbet's metaphor of growth hold? Is the tenor one of continuity and con-
sistency or one of disparity and improvisation? The term 'development theory'
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Suggests a coherence that in fact is hard to find. What we do ťrnd is a plethora of

""irip",i"g 
and successive currents, schools, paradigms' models and approaches'

several of which claim to exclude one another' For a start' development theory

referstotwoterralnswhichhavetendedtoconvergeonlyatcertainjunchrres;
developmentsociologyanddevelopmenteconomics.Furthermoreorlessobvious
distinctions run between theory and ideology' policy and practlce'
- 

D.u"lop*ent sociology haš been by and large the critical successor to the

nineteenth-century theoíás of social dévelopment. Development economics, on

theotherhand,owesitsor ig intoadeviat ionfromlatenineteenth-century
economicorthodoxy'KurtMart in(1991)hasmadetheinterest ingargumentthat
developmenteconomlcsresuscitatesandrevis i tsthebasicf l rndingsofc lass ical
pori,i"ár economy, of Smith, Ricardo and Marx, who were development econo-

mists in that their uu,i" |.ouí"*atic was the transition from agrarian to industrial

society. Neoclassical 
"cono*ic' 

came into being only after 1870' as a theory of

fully industrialized economies (FitzGerald l99I)'
.Development,ifunderstoodastheproblematicofthetransitionfromagricul.

ture to industry has been revisited and reinvented several times over; it has been

aquestionfacingseveralgenerationsoflatedevelopers.I,twasthequestionf-acing
Central ,EasternandSouthernEuropeaneconomiesdur ingtheear lytwent ieth
century: hence the involvement of central Europeans in the early stages of

modern development theory' Hence Alex Nove's claim that development theory

was .born in Russia in thá twenties'(Martin 1991: 28). Accorclingly, Several

modern development theories replicate earlier findings'

The formative period of 'modetn' development economic theory was the

lg40sandlg50s.Thecolonialeconomiesweretheterrainofdevelopmenttheory
buttheproblematrcwasthatofthetransit ianor, inaword, industr ia l izat ion.
it,rr, V/itit" 'colonial economics' was transformed into 'development econom-

ics, , i tborrowedfromtheexist ingtheoríesoftransit ion'e i therfromclass ical
political economy or from other'late developers''

So the theory oťunequal exchange was originally advancedrn ]?. 
9 as an argu.

mentforprotectíngindustry inagrar iancountr ies(Mart in l99l:38).Atthet ime'
unequalexchange*u,ui""o"oas-afeatureofcentre-peripherytrade.Inhisl92S
analysis of European capitalism Werner Sombart applied this terminology to

G.eát B,itui,, u* ih" dorninant centre and Central, Eastern and Southern Europe

as exploited and doÁinated peripheries.. In fact the terminology of centre and

p".lpfr"ty derives from an oid"t, tut" nineteenth-century discourse of German

political geography, in which the term Randlage was used.for periphery' For

geographerssuchasFr iedr ich.nlze]thisdiscoursecarr ieddef in i tepol i t ica l ,
nationalist overtones, as part of the rivalry between Getmany and Britain' Via

Dietrich Haushofer iientáred the discourse of geopolitic' :|!:t':''"1 
Socialism

andinformedtheurgeforLebensraul l r(NederveenPietersetgSg:Ch. l) .Accord-
ingly, the centre-periphery argument served nationalism in both offensive

t,'"utíá.,ur "*pun,io,,i,*) 
aná defensive (protectionism) modes. In the 1960s it was

reutilized as a comerstáne of dependency theory. ln Arghiri Emanuel's contribu-

tion to dependency theory, 
"nequal 

trade came to describe the dualism of the

world economy between North and South'



The premise of modem (i.e. postwar) development economics was that it was
a separate branch of economics, different from economics in the industrialized
countries and from neoclassical equilibrium theory. State intervention and plan-
ning' along with accumulation and growth, were part of its .founding discourse,,
which showed general affrnities with Keynesianism. Foreign assistince, accom-
panied by the idea of mutual benefit, was another featr.re oft-he original discourse.
In this respect it diverged from both neoclassical economics and Marxism.

In relation to international trade, again radically different theoretical outlooks
prevailed. on the one hand were liberalism and the tradition of the Manchester
School, following the Smithean premise that free trade and the international divi-
sion oflabour based on comparative advantage wourd eventually benefit arl coun-
tries' on the other was neomercantilism, arguing, in the footsieps of Alexander
Hamilton and Friedrich List, that infant industries require t*iff prot""tion.
Mainstream economic theory from the lg70s onward promoted the free trade
argument, while the neomercantilist policies which sheltered the late developers
(the American Republic,,later folrowed by Germany, France, Russia) were rere-
gated to the margins, as deviations from the norm, to be reclaimed later as part oť
neomarxist theory. At that stage the theory of unequal exchange served as an
argument for tariffprotection in less developed countries.

From the outset development thinking has been marked by an uneven and con-
tradictory patchwork with divergent paradigms operating in different terrains and
sectors; in industrialized economies, neoclassical economics coexisted with
industrial policy; in trade, liberalism in theory coexisted with neomercantilism in
practice; in finance, versions of monetarism prevailed. Each of these divergent
p,erspectives and policy orientations made its imprint on developing economies,
all ofthem simultaneously in different sectors, although usually artiJulated 

'nderthe umbrella of an overarching development rhetoric. wrri"t dwelopment posture
prevailed reflected the historical bloc of class alignments that held ttre upper
hand.

As a concept 'development' papers over the different interests involved in
economic, social and political change. 'Development' suggests the possibility of
a package formula in which all these interests come to some form of crystalliza_
tion and convergence. As such it displays an intrinsicaily positivist bias.
obviously, social and economic change i. ui*uy, a field of contestation among
different stakeholders. Each of these will construct a story - of the past, present
and future * to validate its claims. A political economy of development theory (as
a subset of the general sociology of knowledge) might not have too much
diffrculty in identi$,ing the shifting 'historical blocs' that have set the agenda of
development ideology at different points in time,2 except, of course, that at no
time it has been a single or uncontested agenda.

New trades and manufactures (Manchester schoor) contested the political
economy of monopoly enterprise (mercantilism, old colonial system). The politi-
cal economy of competition capital and manufacturing was contestá by finance
capital (monetarism). All along, the political economiěs of capital in trreir oirrer-ent articulations have been contested by the political 

".onorni". 
of labour (trade

unionism, syndicalism, Marxism, sociahsm;. The claims of national firms and

agricurturar'"ff;;; ;: ""'r""u 
-';;;";"'ry 

oriented
enterprise (free trade). These various sets of contradictions have been played

out tfuough contestations between alignments of interests favouring either state

intervention or market forces. Like masks in a puppet show, both 'state' and

'market' have themselves signified complex fields of forces and interests. 'State'

and 'market' have been on either side of these contesting forces. The state has

been the meeting place where a political and social contract between the diver-
ging interests was fashioned.

Accordingly, development thinking implicitly carries two sets of meanings: an

actual diversity of interests and perspectives, and a hegemony, i'e. an inherently
unstable settlement of these differences resulting in a development posture. The

hegemonic effect occurs both at national and at international levels (Cox 1991).
In a sense, there are as many ideologies of development as there are players in the
freld, but some players are more equal than others.

In the 1960s what consensus existed in development economics was destroyed
'so that it is no longer possible to talk of a mainstream of development economics'
(Martin 1991: 55). In the 1970s the Chicago version of monetarism became domi-
nant. Monetarism is not to be equated with neoclassical equilibrium theory: it is
'little more than a revival of nineteenth century bankers' principles of "sound

money'' - cuÍTency convertibility' stable parity, |rscal thrift, low wages and
minimal govemment influence in business'(FitzGerald 1991: 15).

The ensuing wave of generalized neoliberalism rejects the 'limitations of the

special case' and argues that poor countries are poor mainly because of misman-
agement. Put in another way: the compartments which hitherto separated develop-
ment economics from the maínstream economics which prevailed in industrialized
economies, intemational trade and finance, fell away, so that development eco-
nomics is being integrated into general economics. Whether or not there is a
ground for a separate theory of development is presently one of the key debates
(Martin 1991: 55; Hettne 1995). The logic of structural adjustment programmes
follows from the demise of separate development economics.

These shifts of alignment make for a second deep rupture in the overall history
of 'development'. The career of development has typically been one of state
intervention. Now in many parts of the world we witness the marginalization of
the state and a new ascendancy ofmarket forces. A feature ofthis process is the
renewed predominance of finance capital since the 1970s and the cycle of debt
expansion and debt crisis, which turned the IMF and World Bank into leading
arbiters of development policy, with the banking orthodoxy of sound money, or
monetarismo being recycled as the newest beacon on the development horizon.
Robert Kuttner notes that under these circumstances what public sovereignty
remains 'has been entrusted to perhaps the most conservative and market-
oriented of all public instiťutíons - central banks ... the triad of central bankers.
IMF, and World Bank has been so thoroughly creditor-oriented that it might as
well have been the House of Rothschild or the House of Morgan' (1991: 260-1)'
In the alignment of the late twentieth century, as in the late nineteenth century,
finance capital predominates as the cement of the historic bloc of interests that
frames 'development'.
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Along with the discourse the models shifted - no more united states and
American Dream, no more china, cuba, Tanzania, Nicaragua either, but the
accumulation models of the NICs of East Asia. It spelled the .end of the Third
world' (Harris 1986) and of Third worldism. In the process another contradic-
tion emerges, another instance of development double-speak, for indeed the East
Asian experienQe is not a model of rrnfeťtered market-led development but, on the
contrary, the model of the developmental state (Johnson 1992, white lggg). In
other words, current development ideologies are another highly diverse and
deeply divided range of discourses.

These divergencies can be observed on the level of development theory, which
is increasingly diversi$,ing (Booth 1994b); development ideology, where neoliber-
alism appears to have passed its peak; and development policy, *hl"tr i. inspired as
much by ad hocism and pragmatism as it is driven by ideological posturing and on-
the-spot manoeuwing. Here from time to time I use developmint thinking as a
middling term, indicating the mixed character of developmeni speak - an uneven
mélange oftheoretical precepts, ideological subscriptions and po1itical preferences.

one line of thinking holds that the dividing line between development
successes and failures in terms of growth does not run between models or theo_
ries, but that what matters most is not the 'model' but how it is implemented. For
instance, what matters is not whether or not a state intervenes but what kind of
state intervenes and in what political culture. several Asian countries have sought
to implement NIC strategies with strong doses of state intervention and this has
generated high growth rates in several East and Southeast Asian countries: in
Thailand, Malaysia and to some extent Indonesia. The formula however has not
worked in the Philippines and sri Lanka. To explain this variation factors have
been brought in such as economic and poritical history, political culture, political
institutions (Litonjua 1994) and ethnic politics and 'crony capitalism'.

It might be difÍicult to oppose privatization in general if privatization can also
serve as a barrier against corrupt politicians. This however does not settle the
underlying problem of accountability: on the contrary, for market forces are
likely to be still less accountable than state bureaucracies. The question, then, is
not one of state versus market, but rather points towards democratization and
democratic reforms of state structures, such as decentralization, which can make
the state more accountable.

These insights have instilled a sobering awareness. Matters are not simply
decided on the basis of models. Policy impĚmentation is affected by factors such
as political culture, historical itineraries, and location in the regional and inter-
national,environment' This also affects the behaviour of the Worlá Bank, which in
the actual implementation of its policies is more concemed with negotiation than
with simply imposing its economic model (Mosley et al. 1991). In the process we
are referred back to what development economists call .non-economic factors'.

Modernization Revisited

In development sociology the leading paradigm has been modernization.
Mnrlemizet inn Íhcn^' tn^L .1.. .^ ;- +L^ í n<^^ : ' .  1 l . .  IŤn
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stamp - if we recall that Dahrendorf called the US the country of angewandte

Auftkirung, the applied Enlightenment. At the time the US entered its era of

globalism, a 'can do' attitude characterized its approach, as in the functionalist

modernization advanced by Hoselitz: 'You subtract the ideal typical features or

indices of underdevelopment from those of development, and the remainder is
your development progÍam' (Frank in Worsley 1984: l8).

Most forms of evolutionism conceived of development as being natural and
endogenous, whereas modernization theory makes room for exogenous influ-
ences. Modernization theory is usually referred to as a paradigm, but upon closer
consideration turns out to be host to a wide variety of projects, some presumably

along the lines of endogenous change, viz. social differentiation, rationalization,
the spread of universalism, achievement and speciťrcity; while it has also been

associated with projects of exogenous change: the spread ofmarket relations or

capitalism, industrialization through technological diffusion, Westernization,
nation-building (nationalism as a derivative discourse), state formation (as in
postcolonial inheritor states). If occasionally this diversity wilhin modernization
is recognized, still the importance of exogenous influencěs is considered minor
and secondary.

I do not view 'modernization' as a single, unified, integrated theory in any strict sense
of 'theory'. It was an overarching perspective concemed with comparative issues of
national development, which heated development as multidimensional and multicausal
along various axes (economic, political, cultural), and which gave primacy to endo-
genous rather than exogenous factors. (Tiryakian 1992:78)

This may be the steepest contradiction within modernization theory: between
modernization as an endogenous and an exogenous dynamic. It may also be the

most significant contradiction in development thinking generally: the hiatus
between development as an endogenous process and as extemally induced
change, under the aegis of imperialism, capitalism, globalism.

The theory of dualism, developed in the 1940s and 1950s by Boeke, Lewis and
Kuznets, accommodates this contradiction with the idea of a traditional and

modern sector. In effect the haditional sector represents endogenous growth and the
modern sector the interaction with outside forces, in terms of production tech-
niques, trade, values and aid. The diffusion approach was institutionalized in the
'geography ofmodernization', focusing on transportation and on core urban areas

as the vehicles for the .mobilization of the periphery' (Brookťreld l975: l l0.l6).
Phrased in another way, there is a hiatus between development theory as a

national project and as an international or global dynamic. From the outset the
main development theories, both economic and sociological, have been a national,
or more accurately, a state project. Neomercantilism, 'socialism in one country',
Keynesianism, self-reliance all represent state projects. By contrast, the market-
oriented approaches of neoclassical economics and neollberalism have been
equally comfortable in national and international domains.

This may give us a clue to the impasses of development theories. The major
turns in development have been shaped by supranational dynamics entirely out-
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PaciÍic era, the shift to flexible production. Time and again crisis has been agreater teacher than theory: the energy crisis, the debt crisii, the ecological crisis,
the crisis of cunency instability - and each crisis concerns supranationar dynamics.

Neomarxism, dependency theory, world-system theory follow the external
model: capitalism flows in, travels from the centre to the periphery, .external
areas' are incorporated into the world system' Their positive prog.aám.s' how-
ever' at any rate in the cas-e of dependency theory, defend de'Jetopment as anational logic. cardoso.and his notion of 'dependeni development, represented amore sophisticated position thát did take inio account external influences. The
difference between Biil wanen and most dependency thinkers was that warrenfollowed a transnational and diffusionist appiouch to accumulation and develop_
ment, whereasthe dependentistas operated within nationalitarian rogic. Likewise,
the key concepts of critical and alternative development thinking iriplicitly echoand revisit endogenous development as the norm: the self-reliince, autocentric
development and delinking advocated in some forms of dependency theory,
historicist views o' modernization, polycentrism, indigenization, and .another
oevelopment .

- 
The anil ofdevelopment, however, is not a given or a constant. The boundaries

between what is internal and external ur" by no means fixed. Development
discourse and its impricit assumption of the 'country', 'society,, .economy, as thedeveloping unit papers over this issue and assumes much greater nationwide
cohesiveness and thus state control than is realistic. This relates to the familiarquestion of the reach and strength of the state (Migdal lggg). The assumption
itself has been questioned on several grounds. The Úy now cíassic argument ofworld-system theory maintains that it is not the society that is the developing unitbut the 'world system' (i.e. the unit integrated by an internationar division oflabour of goods necessary for reproduction;. Michael Mann (19g6) contends that
the very term 'society' is misleading and proposes instead ,social networks, that
sprawl across borders. crossborder enterprises such as tbe maquiladores at the
Mexican*us border have also drawn attention. The unit of derriopment is shift-
ing further in light of the growing concern with regions and localities as the sites
of development, which finds expression in the regionalist tum (Amin and rhrift
1993) and the'new localism'(Goetz and Clarke 1993).

The nation state is caught in a diarectic of subnationalism and supranational-
ism. still, the weakenin-g of the state is by no means a straightforward process.
'One of the paradoxes of the late twentieth century is that the tendency of the stateto intervene in econo:nic afťairs has increased - potiticat .t,"to,," not'ítt,,tu,,aing _
at a time when the effectiveness of its interventions has declined' (Griffin andKhan 1992: 64). There is no question as to the central and enduring importance
of the state. In the words of Robert Kuttner: .until world go.'"*-"ít arrives thenatlon state is the necessary locus of social contracts between market and society,(199l: 9). Unfettered markets increase inequality and in the age of inÍbrmation
economies, which puts a premium on human resource development, inequaliťy isan economic liability. Generally, then, current arguments go far beyond the ideo-logical dispute of state versus market; the real issue is the kind of role that thestate is to play. Martin carnoy (1993: 91) contends; ,The role of the nation_state

in creating an innovation society is thus absolutely crucial to the well-being of its
citizens in the information age.'

The debates in development economics are closer to policy than those in
development sociology. The policy options in most countries remain naffow:
intemationalization or globalization meaning liberalization; state-led internationali-
zation with restrictions and regional cooperation; and altemative or 'another'
development.l

Critical Globalism

The argument of this chapter is that an essentialist notion of development, of
good, natural, endogenous development bedevils development thinking. What
else is the notion of 'stunted development' (Marx on lreland), 'stagnation' (Marx
on India), underdevelopment (dependency theory),'maldevelopment' (Amin
1990c) but the deviation from a norm of good, that is natural development? This
might explain the appeal of Nisbet's kind of approach for it asserts an organic
model of development as the norm. Even modernization thinking, which is highly
diffusionist in policy, remains endogenist in theory. One reason for this is that as
such it can be assimilated in the general strain of 'organic development'. In addi-
tion to the trend toward discursive consonance and consistency.there are political
reasons why endogenism is appealing.

The politics of development, from the earliest 'late developer' to the latest, has
in the maín been state politics. Endogenous development, which is intrinsic to the
developing entity, is by definition controllable by the state. The career of modern
development theory is synchronic with the career of decolonization and to a con-
siderable extent it has served as a state doctrine of new nations. If endogenism is
a powerful political tool, it is also a prism through which exogenous influences
can be negotiated, a screen behind which contradictions can, in the name of the
'national interest', be concealed. In the age of globalization, however, endogenism
backfires and a new settlement is required.

The weakness of the endogenous outlook on development is its single and nar-
row focus. In turning one's back to and seeking shelter from intemational turbu-
lence one may in fa'ct make development more lulnerable to it. Accordingly, what
is needed is to rethink development as a regional, transnational, global project,
such that the intemational domain is not left to the strong players and their 'might
is right' alone; in a word, to theorize world development. Hettne (1990: 34) con-
tends 'that the crisis in development theory is a reflection of the disparity between
the growing irrelevance of a "nation-state" approach and the prematurity of a
"world" approach'.

Part of the problem of development thinking is the hiatus between develop-
ment economics and development sociology. Or, phrased otherwise, its lack
of comprehensiveness: market-oriented approaches marginalize the state; state-
oriented approaches margina|íze market forces; both margina|ize society; civil
society-oriented approaches marginalize the state and often the market as well,
and international forces remain largely untheorized. Market-oriented globalism
(neoliberalismo monetarism, structural adjustment, export-led growth) clashes



processes depends on their place in the spectrum of types of NGos. International
advocacy NGos can contribute to shaping national and international opinion
climates in favour of democratic global govemance. part of this horizon is
collective action operating across national and zone boundaries, as part of
transnational civil society. Global democratization requires several intermediate
steps conceptually and strategically, but that is not the subiect here (cf. Nederveen
Pieterse 2000a).

The outpouring of books in westem sociology concerned with problem atizing
modemity (e.g. Toulmin l990, Ěauman |992,Beck l992) inspired by poststruc-
turalism and globalization, carries a potential for the renewal of development
thinking and a new critique of modernization theory, especially if taken in com-
bination with non-western studies interrogating modernity.s Development think-
ing needs to leave totalizing paradigms behind and to choose for diversified
approaches, building on the critical rgsources that are available. ťhis requires
recognizing the heterogeneous, multivocal character of development theories.
Doing so ties in with the current premise in development research of no longer
homogenizing the 'Third world' and seeking general theories and explanations,
but focusing instead on the diversity of development circumstances.. when
globalization and diversity are combined, as in 'glocalization', globalization can
be conceptualized as changing patterns of diversification.

Notes

I This is discussed at greater length in Nederveen Pieterse 1989: Ch. l5 and Nederveen pieterse
t994.

2 This relationship between interests and development discourse is suggested for development
ideology, not for development theory, which has greater autonomy.

3 On altemative development see Chapter 6 and on 'alternatives to development' see Chaoter 7
below.

4 cf Hettne (1990:244):'there have been two kinds ofbias in development theory: endogenism
and exogenism. Both approaches are, if carried to their exhemes, equally misleading. The obvious
remedy is to transcend the dichotomy and find a synthesis.'

5 The historicist approach to modemization and the notion of multiple paths of modemization are
well established in China, Japan and India (Singh 1989). In a broad way this parallels the theme of
polycentrism, as against Eurocentrism (Amin 1989). Of some relevance also is the older tradition of
cornparative political studies (e.g. Macridis and Brown 1964). cf. chapter 2 above.

6 One option is to work with typologies. The regulation school offers neostructuralist typologies
based on regimes ofaccumulation and modes ofregulation; Mann (1986) focuses on different forms
of organizational power; Mouzelis (1988) is concerned with modes of domination. These typologies
differ from the bloc approach (rlorth-South), from the continental or regional approach (Egrope, Asra,
etc.), as well as from the determinist, base-superstructure categories used in neomarxist (mode ofpro-
duction)' dependency and world-system theories (core, semiperiphery, periphery), for they are neither
geographical nor economistic.

4

DELINKINC OR CLOBALIZATION?

To those who are familiar with his earlier work, Samir Amin's new books are not

really new; they provide elaborations and further arguments in support of his

theses rather than breaking new gfound. But they offer an opportunity to reconsider

the arguments of one of the most outspoken dependency theorists and a way

to measure what has changed since the time that Samir Amin, along with Andre

Gunder Frank and Immanuel Wallerstein, seemed to represent some of the most

exciting and challenging work in intemational political economy; Revisiting these
positions is an opportunity to gauge how part of this familiar family of perspec-

tives and analytics of development Marxism is withstanding the time test of
plausibility.

The focus of this chapter is Amin's argument of delinking * the keynote of his

thinking as well as his most distinctive contribution to alternative development
thinking. Delinking or autocentric development, as the positive part of his depen-
dency argument, remains a significant policy orientation - at minimum, as the

counterpoint to and polar opposite of what is now termed globalization and global-

ism. The pťoposition of delinking, advanced in earlier works, is taken up in all the
three books considered here, frontally ín Delinking (DL: Amin 1990a), updated
in Maldevelopment (MD: Amin 1990c), and in relation to cultural politics in

Eurocentrism (EC: Amin 1989).
Amin cannot be accused of optimism. He objects to other forward develop-

ment approaches such as the 'global Keynesianism' of the New International
Economic Order proposals and the Brandt and Brundtland Reports, because the
assumption that autocentric development would not be in conflict with worldwide
interdependence is 'based on a naive illusion as to the laws governing existing
world capitalism' (MD, 60). Nor does he share the optimism about NICs and
likewise he rejects the category 'semiperiphery' proposed by the adherents of

world-system theory: 'the NICs are not semi-peripheries on the way to catching
up but in every sense the real peripheries of tomorrow' (DL, xi). He notes that

NICs are the most indebted of all Third World countries and predicts: 'The real
periphery of tomorrow will be the NICs of Asia and America ... while the
African "fourth world" will no longer represent the "typical periphery", but the
last remnants of the periphery of yesterday en route for destruction' (MD, 65).

Structural adjustment ín his view is just another instalmenl of the liberal doctrine
and the liberal utopia, which is doomed to failure because it ignores the funda-
mental factor of unequal development as the reality of capitalism. This reality is
'recolonization, sweetened by charity' (DL, xi). The choice facing Third World
countries therefore is 'adjustment or delinking' (MD, 70). In brief,
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intemational political economy, at any rate not in Harvey, Jameson or Cox. But
then' they do not take on grandiose historical analyses, on the basiš ofscant sources.

Eurocentrism, then, is not a novel deparťure theoretically; in fact, Amin
restates and elaborates on what he wrote on the relation between modes of
production and culťure in works dating back to the l970s.I Amin's approach, as
a circumspect reformulation of historical materialism, is generally steeped in
nineteenth-century epistemology; and accordingly his reading of history is itself
deeply Eurocentric. The categories of barbarism for the communal mode and
civilization for the tributary mode (EC, 15-16) come right out of the textbook of
Eurocentrism. Amin's repeated recourse to the 'Socialism or Barbarism' rhetoric
again reinvokes the evolutionist framework. Correlations between production
systems and culture were f,rrst formulated in the French and Scottish Enlighten-
ment and later entered Victorian anthropology and the analytics of Marx and
Engels. Here they are recycled as instruments of historical analysis, without a
sense ofthe historical character ofthe categories themselves.

A Eurocentric bias also comes across in some of the fine print of his history.
Amin's reading of the Renaissance as the birth of Eurocentrism recycles another
Eurocentric cliché: .Things begin to change with the Renaissance because a
new consciousness forms in the European mind' (EC, 75). According to Amin,
we now say that this was due to the emergence of capitalism, but, he points
out, 'At the time, Europeans attributed their superiority to other things: to their
"Europeanness", their Christian faith, or their rediscovered Greek ancestry ...
Eurocentrism in its entirety had already developed' (EC, 75).

This is an odd argument. First, it is an endogenist perspective on changes
taking place in Europe, as if these were not conditioned by developments outside
Europe. Secondly, why focus on the Renaissance - why not on the Crusades, as
the first episode of Christendom trying to break out of the encirclement by the
worlds of Islam and Byzantium? Thirdly, wáiclr Renaissance? The fourteenth and
fifteenth centuries, the standard favourite from the Enlightenment to the present,
or the twelfth-century Renaissance - that stood on the shoulders of the Islamic
eleventh-century cultural awakening?2

That'Eurocentrism in its entirety had already developed'by the fifteenth century
is an unhistorical claim. Eurocentrism, in Amin's view, 'implies a theory of world
history and, departing from it, a global political project' (E.C,75). For one thing,
'Europeanness' (rather lhan christianitas) does not come into the picture until the
eighteenth century: the emergence of a 'European' consciousness dates from
circa 7100 (e.g. Lively 198 1). Why make such odd and unnecessary claims? This
rnatches his criticism of Edward Said, according to whom Orientalism had its
beginnings in the Middle Ages - and hence does not correlate with the epoch of
capitalism. Since Amin rebukes Said for not acknowledging the differences
between medieval Orientalism and the nineteenth-century version, he opens him-
self to the same criticism by not acknowledging the differences between Renais-
sance Eurocentrism and the nineteenth-cenfury version. As a consequence he
constructs Eurocentrism as a static and rnonolithic concept.

Amin takes on 'Islamic fundamentalism' as one of the culturalist constraints on
the oath towards delinkins and because in the Islamic world it is itself an altemative
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projectofdelinking.Aminrightlycriticizesthegeneralclamourabout.Islamism
in the West: .There rs an element of hypocrisy on the part of the West in lament.

ing current Islamic fundamentalir- *h"n it has fought in every way possible

ag"ainst the progressive altemative' (MD' 109)' Yet the foundation of his own

"ii,iq,r" 
is tire cticne dichotomous view of fundamentalism versus rationalism:

.Rationalism and fundamentalism constitute two states of mind irreducible to

one another, incapable of integration' (DL, 184). This díchomotizing view is an

instance of Marxist allegiance to Enlightenment thinking at a time when this is

left behind as too simplřtic in most other quarters' The tension between science

andreligion,rationalityandtheirrationalisnowperceivedasfarmoreproblem.
atic thai in the age of Voltaire and Diderot. A more complex frame of analysis

would enable us to see the modern and rational features (in a context of limited

political options and vÓcabularies) of the Islamist furn, an approach which is now

"o*on 
to all but the most parochial westem accounts (e.g. Esposito 1992)'

Amin,s predictions are consistent with his analysis: in a book írrst published in

1985 he predicts that the socialist countries (ussR, china and others) will seek
,to retain control of their external relations' rather than submit to the exigencles

oicapitalist expansion and predicts catastrophe as a result ofthese developments

in ten years' time (DL, xi)'

All these features - evolutionism, Renaissance worship, dichotomy rationalism

and irrationality, predictions of catastrophe - belong to a familiar profile: it may

not be enough to be a neomarxist to be free from the rendezvous with nineteenth-

century epistemology. Neomarxism does not mean reconstructed Marxism. Amin

devotá u., u*.-u,]iuble chapter to the Eurocentric lineage of Marxism in which

he observes that .Marxism wás formed both out of and against the Enlightenment'

(8C,119).Marxsharedtheexcessiveopt imismprevalent inthenineteenth
century, but actually existing capitalism has not homogenized but polarized the

planet, and hence Amin's analytic medicine is, predictably: unequal development

and centre-periphery contradictions' This step from Marxism to neomarxism leaves

all the other questions about the Eurocentric lineages of Marxism unsettled - thus,

how can one repudiate Eurocentrism and yet continue to talk of barbarism and

civilization as if we are still in the nineteenth century? Why' for all its powerful

analytics, does Marxism keep being delivered in packages of pig iron?

Unequaldevelopmentbecomestheanswertoallquestions.ItisAmin'samulet
andtal ismanagainst l iberal ismaswel lasc lass icalMarxism,thebackboneand
central tenet of his perspective. As a general view this is problematic in several

respects. First, Amin pr"r.nt, unequal development not only as the basic law of

"upitulirt 
development but in his view also the tributary mode is marked by

centre*peripheryrelations(thelslamicworldandEurope,ChinaandJapan)'In
fact, the reiationship between feudal China and Japan is presented as proof of

the general validity ofthe centre-periphery principle, for this 'has produced the

same ..miracle,' witnessed in the MediteÍTanean region: the rapid maturation of

capitalistdevelopmentintheperipheryofthesystem'(EC'64)'Thus'peripheries
in the tributary mode have a head start in capitalist development. This sounds

like Trotsky's law of combined and uneven development fine-tuned by means of

his argument of the advantage of backwardness. If this were valid as a general
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law we would expect the Mongol Empire to have had a head start in capitalist

development. Second, if in Amin's view there is a dialectical relationship

betyveen the tributary and capitalist modes' then it follows that a día|ecticswithin

the capitalist mode would be equally plausible. There is no acknowledgement

however in Amin's work of such dynamics within capitalist relations. Quite the

contrary, hammering on centre-periphery contradictions and rejecting the notion

of semiperiphery, Amin does not show any awareness of historical movements of

rise and decline within capitalism: centres declining to peripheries, peripheries

ascending to core status - even though this is a well-developed line of analysis

(e.g. Friedman l982). In line with the principle of perpeťual polarization, peri-

pheries ever remain peripheries: 'all the regions that were integrated in the world

capitalist system with peripheral status have remained like that to the present ...

New England, Canada, Australia and New Zealand were never peripheral forma-

tions; by contrast, Latin America, the Caribbean, Africa and Asia - with the

exception of Japan - were and have remained so' (MD, 169).

Third, 'centre' and 'periphery' are adopted as unproblematic categories across

history, as transhistorical coordinates - as if these nodal points themselves are not

historical constructs, which cannot simply be extrapolated backward or forward

in time. Thus, in the context of post-Fordism and flexible accumulation, centre

and periphery carry quite different meanings than in the context of Fordism and,

in ru-rn, during the accumulation regimes of competitive and monopoly capital-

ism. These notions themselves need to be rethought and reworked, as part of a

historical economic geography, or what Foucault called a 'history of space'.

Moreover, there have been episodes of peripheries playing a central role (e.g.

OPEC provoking the 1973 energy crisis). In fact, it may be necessary to mrx

and combine these polarities, as in the 'pericentric' theory of imperialism.3

Furthermore, in the context of the coexistence and articulation of modes of accu-

mulation within the same space, spaces are layered in fulfilling multiple configu-

rations - central in some relations, peripheral in others.

Amin rejects culturalism because of the tendency to treat cultrual forms as trans-

historical constants, but historical materialism is not exposed to the same scrutiny:

its coordinates are unreflexively presented as transhistorical constants. Unequal

development, centre and periphery are used as analytical tools as if they are

constants from feudal times through the stages of capitalist development.

Apparently Amin views unequal development as a ffanshistorical law of evolution.

Thus stretched over time, the argument becomes proportionally thin and it becomes

imperative to take into accognt countertendencies, which are absent in Amin's

account, except for the instances mentioned, The result is a one-dimensional and

one-sided representation of history. With respect to capitalist development, the

overall result is a monolithic view in which polarization is recognized as the only

dynamic. Amín's ignoring the dialectics within capitalist development is the

corollary of and rationale for posing an altemative external to 'the system'. This

is precisely the point of delinking.
The original form of delinking (decoupling, dissociation) was meťcantilism, a

strategy of states in the early stages of industrialization: close the borders to

foreign products to protect infant industries. This was an option mainly for larger
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countries, such as China and India, that had the potential to effect an industrial

transition on their own. At present levels of technology, industrialization without

foreign investment has become unrealistic: the cost and quality differential between

domestic and imported end products has become too great. Besides, this was a

matter of delinking for relinking, 'reculer pour mieux sauter', re-entering the world

market once a certain level of competitive ability had been achieved. Presently, on

the basis of backward tecbnology, relinking would hardly be possible. The second

form of delinking was disengagement from capitalism as part of the transition to

socialism. This shategy of neomercantilist closure and 'socialism in one country'

was not voluntary but imposed from without. A subsidiary plot in this scenario was

a strategy of weakening r,vorld capitalism from without: 'In time, if enough peri-

pheral iocieties are closed, the capitalist world system will shrink, and ... this

ttttint ug" will reduce prosperity in the core' (Chirot 1971 169).If this might still

have been believable in the 1970s (in combination with capitalist crisis), it is no

longer now. The third form of delinking has been part of national liberation and

anti-ímperialist in content. With the wave of decolonization past and non-alignment

at its lowest ebb, this is no longer on the cards. All along delinking has also been

a statist project, premised on a strong and hard state capable of imposing tight

controls and poliiical repression. Now, with higher levels of communication and

mobility, even if this kind of state-controlled closure were considered desirable, the

scope for this option has considerably nanowed ifnot vanished'

Ťhe politics of delinking is the litmus test of Amin's perspective. But this case

is not as obvious as it appears because his views have been changing over the

years. In the early 1980s Amin defined delinking as semi-autarky (Amin 1982:

1zs). No* Amin repeatedly points out: .De-linking ís neither commercial autarky,

nor chauvinist culturalist nationalism' (MD, 231). In every deÍinition and discus.

sion, Amin presents delinking as a national project that is to be based on a

national and popular alliance. One wonders how' in the age of postnationalism,

this is to materialize. Yet in another formulation, delinking parallels poly-

centrism. Polycentrism (originally inspired by Togliatti) has been an ambiguous

tum in Amin's thought. Does it supersede unequal development and centre-

periphery relations? Doesn't it reproduce 'centrism' and centre-periphery rela-

iioni on other, regional or internal, levels? Earlier, in 1982, Amin cautioned

against 'regional subimperialisms' and 'mini-hegemonisms' in Latin America'

ttt" UiOOt" East. Africa and Southeast Asia. Now a section heading puts it in

these terms: 'The genuine long-term option: transnationalization or a polycentric

world and broad autocentric regions' (MD, 225). lf delinking is now in effect

redefined as an autonomous form of regionalization, how then is this to be carried

off by a national and popular alliance? How does this mesh with delinking as a

'law of value of national application'? Are nationalism/populism not superseded

by regionalization?
Amin's current formulations of delinkrng are so broad and opaque that delinking

can mean almost everything to everyone, to the point that his prescriptions

become self-contradictory. Delinking can mean, presumably, a popular

anti-Westem, anti-capitalist postuÍe _ yet Amin precisely wants to save .the univer-

salism begun by capitalism' 'at the level of a popular, cultural and ideological



universalism' (MD, 23 l). Derinking can mean self-reliant development: as suchit is rneaningless because self-reliance has long been a uniu.riurry endorseddevelopment c|iché. or, delinking ;"; 
-;;" 

regionalization - which is also anincreasingly widely endorsed, tt'o"ugn airn""r' tš i*pr",n"ni poii.y o,i"ntution'The problem is that the centrepiece"or á"rint,ng - autocentric accumulation - isa loose screw because the unii that is to be autocentric, the nation or the region,is not defined, or rather its definition 
"ui 

,nirt according to circumstance. Erse_where, with respect 
'::^Yh.9* 

Africa, Aáin ,p"uks of delinking as a regionalscenario (Amin et al. 1987)' but in subsequent statements on the fuťure of SouthAfrica he continues to^vlew delinking as a national agenda (Amin r992). It is not
3| li::ij[.'fiT"1,.tffi's 

romňtations to distinluish iellnkírrg as a strategy
on an empirical level too I believe Amin's general argument is belied by ongo_ing developments, more clearly now than ten or_fi_fteenl""r";;;;li" deepeningof globalization; the overall development of NICs; *a .ďá"'elopment ofregional associations and trade ug.".i"ni, across centre-periphery boundaries(NAFTA, ASEAN, ArEC, saaRt, Eu,nma;.
In a worrd in which countries in irt. sturr, vie for preferential trade access tomarkets in the Norlh and for foreign investment, technology and finance, delink-i'g is not the most obvious poricy"option. a"iuur derinking is presently the short-est way to the Albania effect: isolaiion fromforeign o"á.",.,"."r,o"iogy, nnun"",communications, ancl precisely the obverse of the universalism that Ámin advo-cates' It may be true that a number ofAfrican countries-are in trr. frol* of beingvirt'ally cut off from globar .onnections - o3,: calls this ,passive derinking,(MD' 65; DL, xi). The record of voruntary detinking girr", u{ boiies ettania,Sekou Touré's Guinea, Pol Pot's c"Ái"ái", Yemen and Burma, while NorthKorea and Iraq are rather instanc"r 

"ii"r"i."tary delinking. Delinking has alsomeant linking up with sociarist tto. .ount i", * since l9g9 this option has nolonger been open' Due.to the deepening 
"igi"uairation, the overall balance has

;:tr*:"#::Ti::T,::" of the strate'gy oT.ro,u."., ruro." tr,un-"*i a"riorio*
It is not surprising that.at present the only ideorogies of delinking that remainare neither industrializalion strategier no. fun of a transition to socialism.Radical Islamism is civilizationa ií emptrasi, - n, economic foundation is oilrevenues and as such it is a distributionisimode of rentier development; a posturerather than a strategy' Green projects, also 

"nJorr"a 
by some indigenous peoples,envrsage delinking along the lines of a'small is beautiful, .no growth,scena'os(discussed by Amin tn yp, lgi.l3), O"it"tirg has turther been uphetd by smallMaoist currents, e'g. in tre philippin"" ;Jl;" senderistas in peru, where theemphasis is anti-imperialist and táw on ."ono*i" strategy; or in Nepal.At the present juncture, regionar integration may increasingly become one ofthe major (alternative) devel0ipment ;*r.iril;'- the buffer against globalization,or more precisely, a wav to negotiate globa-iization (e.g. cray tsg3,"oman lgg3),taking into account, of course, that there are different modes of regionarization.Now that national delinking is no longer 

"-ri"ur" 
option, emin i, i"rormulatingdelinking in such a way thát it is u foil or.Jfionuti"ation. None of the currentforms of regional cooperation in the south r..-g. ,rr" Maghrib union, Mercosur.

Central American cooperation)' however, subscribe to regional delínkíng or

'collective self-reliance'. Rather the objective is, through pooling resources and

sovereignty, to achieve economies of scale and scope, to attract more foreign

investment by increasing market size, and to arrive at a stronger bargaining posi-

tion vls-ri-vrs external forces. Regional integration, then, is itself a function and

subsidiary mode of globalization, and not a counter to globalization.

The problem with Amin's position is that delinking offers a rhetoric of auto-

nomy in combination with, apparently, a multipulpose politics. It is' therefore, a

posture rather than an analytic or a distinct policy. The most pernicious problem

with the delinking posture is that it is a posture of retreat, of turning one's back

on the big bad world - in a world in which strength is generated through engage-
'ment with realities, no matter how unpleasant, and dialogue with opponents. 'In

this world, the only thing worse than being part of the evolvíng economic hier-

archy is being excluded from it' (Henwood 1993: 8).
Amin's perspective on development is narroweť even than world-system

theory. World-system theory at least acknowledges dynamics and dialectics

within capitalist development; the notion of semiperiphery is part of that. Frank

and Wallerstein never agreed with Amin's delinking strategy. In their view

delinking had been neither successful nor voluntary. At the same time, world-

system theory also theorizes capitalism as a closed system and shows the same
tendency of seeking an altemative external to it, as ín the concept of .antisystemic

movements'. Conversely Amin views social movements as part of the system
(MD, l1l). In other words, among the rejectionists oťcapitalism there are marked

differences as to just where to ťrnd the exit from capitalism.
Amin's politícs is statist. For Amin the state is .the means to national protec.

tion and assertion, the instrument of what we have called "de-linking"' (MD,.

181). This places Amin squarely within the original tradition of national libera-
tion. That he opposes neoliberalism is clear enough, but he does not seem
to follow the subsequent developments - the development of an argument encom-
passing a state regulatory role along with other public agencies and NGOs. The
greatest weakness of this body of work, ultimately, is that it is theoretically
unreflexive, reproducing an unreconstructed neomarxism without adequately
reflecting on its own principles of analysis.

There are underlying problems with this outlook, which are not conf,rned to
Samir Amin. One is the tendency towards stereotyped thinking about capitalism
in terms of general laws of motion of capital written on stone tablets. While the
greatest contribution of Marxism has been its powerful analytics in showing the
varieties of capitalism, the greatest weakness of Marxism has been to underesti-
mate the varieties of capitalist development.5

Notes

I ln particular Amin 1980, Chs.2-4.
2 Episodes discussed in Nederveen Pieterse 1989, Ch. 5,

3 The pericentric theory ofimperialism ís discussed in Nederveen Pieterse l989' Ch. l.

4 Compare the balance sheet drawn by Chirot on 'The issue ofclosure' (1977:203-8)

5 The varieties ofcapitalism and their interactions are taken up in Chapter l0 below. The present

discussion does not address Samir Amin's later works (such as 1997 and 1999).
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THE CULTURAL TURN
IN DEVELOPMENT:

QUESTIONS OF POWER

After the cultural trrrn has upset most social sciences, it Íinally comes to economics
and to the bundle of practices called development. Why is culture being intro-
duced into development discourse? Western ethnocentrism as the implicit culture
of developmentalism is no longer adequate in the age of 'polycentrism in a
context ofhigh interaction', or globalization. In relation to global concerns such
as ecological questions the West is no longer a privileged interlocutor. The old
paradigm of modernizatioďWestemization is no longer valid not just on account
of polycentrism but also in view of the questioning of modernity and the advent
of the postmodem. Questioning Westem itineraries is now no longer an anti-
imperialist preoccupation but a matter of soul-searching in the West. The waning
of the great Cold War ideologies has shifted the goalposts and ethnic and reli-
gious movements emerge in their stead. Hence 'culture' has been taking on a
novel prominence.

How is culhrre .put into' development discourse? The current reproblematíza-
tions do not start from a blank slate but recycle and rework established dis-
courses. The articulation of culture and development is both a renegade notion at
odds with established practices and a new brick in the wall of clichés. Culture
comes into development sfudies at a time of retreat from strucfural and macro
approaches in development theory in favour of micro and actor-oriented approaches
(e.g. Long and Villarreal 1993). If agency is prioritized over structure (such as the
state, the national economy), the cultural worlds and maps of meaning of actors
become a vital variable. The move away from structures to actors may be
described, in part, as an informalization of development, and in that context,
culture tends to be viewed as, so to speak, the structure of the informal. The cru-
cial weakness of culture and development discowse, at any rate policy-oriented
discourse, is that it misses the point that culhre is an arena of struggle. Culture
tends to be treated as if it is or conforms to a structure, on the analogy of the state
or nation - existing out there, as an ambience one can step in and out of, a resource
to be tapped, as national culture or, given the fragmentation ofnations and retreat
ofstates, as local culture. This chapter first discusses national culture, then local
culture. National culture is worth considering also for the sake of raising the ques-
tion whether the present preoccupation with local culture risks repeating the same
mistakes as were made by the talk of national culhre earlier. The key questions are
ouestions of nower: how is the relation hetween crrlhrre anrl nmver cnnnenhrqlizcrl
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in these different discornses? The Íinal section retums to cultrue and developnrent
discourse, under the heading: 'Add culture and stir'.

National Culture

The discourse of national culture carries instrumentalist overtones: culture as a
device in nation building. Following the tracks of decolonization and Third
World nationalism, anticolonialism involved a cultural argument all along. Thus
Amilcar Cabral argued in 'National liberation and culture':

A nation which frees itself from foreign rule will be only culturally ftee if ... it recap-
tures the commanding heights of its own culture, which receives sustenance from the
living reality of its environment and equally rejects the harmful influences which any
kind of subjection to foreign cultures involves. Thus one sees that if imperialist domi-
nation necessarily practices cultural oppression, national liberation is necessarily an act
of culture. (Cited in Miller 1990: 46)

The liberation movement, according to Cabral, must bring about 'a convergence'
toward 'a single national culture', which itself is a step toward 'a universal
culture' (ibid.). Fanon, likewise, devoted a chapter to 'national culture' in The
Wretched of the Earth (1967). Here he outlined three phases in the cultural develop-
ment of colonized peoples: (l) assimilation of the culture of the colonizer,
(2) recollection of original cultural resources, but removed from the masses, and
(3) combat, revolution and the formation of a national culťure in which the artist
'rejoins the people'. Recent discussions of the role of cultural struggle in South
Africa, Palestine and Northern Ireland show similar politicized discourses. ln
South Africa it prompted the slogan of 'cultural weapons' as lnkatha's response
to the ANC's 'culnrre as a weapon'.

In postcolonial countries, calls for 'cultural protectionism' are not uncommon.
In an African context, this is advanced as part of a wider programme; 'The New
African Cultural Order would consist of researching and safeguarding the African
personality and culture. This is a task for every one of us, but it must be stimu-
lated and coordinated by conscientious, capable and responsible African politi-
cians' (Gbotokuma 1992: 28).

In the Philippines, Renato Constantino criticizes the 'new cultured Filipinos'
as 'a breed apart from the mass of Filipinos', 'a class without roots - adopted
children of a foreign culture'. 'In the end, it is the people and their culture that
will endure. National culture will be developed by and will emerge from the real
people '  (1985: 48-9).

There are several strands in this discourse: the identification ofcultural identiťy
with the nation; the subsumption of culture under a political agenda; the nomna-
tion of politicians as custodians of culture; a culture talk derived from other
discourses - from politics of struggle, or from economics Soviet style, in the 'com-
manding heights'. Culture is denied autonomy and encapsulated within the political
discourse of 'anti-colonialism equals nationalism'. The same options that pertain to
the postcolonial nation are extended to culťure. Dependency theory - which serves
by and large as the political economy of Third World nationalism * is shetched
to apply to culture: protectionism, dissociation, endogenous development are



prescribed for nationar culture as they have been for the national economy. whatensues is cultural dependency theory.
The national culture argument also structures the wider tenain. As Tomlinson

notes: 'a majority of the discourses of cultural imperialism, and certainly those
with the most prominence - the trNESCo discourse, that thematized by the term"Americanisation", much of the talk of media imperialism - treat the issue as oneof dominatio' of national culture by internationar curture, (r99r:l3).uNESCo,s
institutional discourse follows the same nationalitarian tracks: ,Nationar culture isthe mould into which, by the very nahre of LINESCO as an inter_national body,cultural identity tends to be squeezed' (ibid.: 72). Another current in LINESCO
discourse is towards pluralism, and in this context curtural identity is discussed interms of 'people' rather than .nations'. 

However,

The trNESCo discourse cannot negotiate this complexity with any coherence. In itsrecommendations on the issue of cultural dominátion it u.g". 
,"'ilil;. 

states to:.strengthen national languages with a view to afÍirming .urtu'uiiJ"ffi.Ina n"tplng itto recover its natural role which is that ofexpressing thJdifferent 
"'p."ií 

oiactrvity andlife and thereby furthering national development., fibid.)

References to 'cultural democracy' are not sufficiently clear to settle theseissues. when virt'ally all the world's societies are multicultural in composition
equating cultural identity with national identity is a fallacy, as is obvious, forinstance, in the case of langrrage as a centrepiece of culfuraí identity.

with respect to cultural imperialism the 'nationať formuration breaks down, asTomlinson points out, in two ways: .not only may there be difÍiculty in identify-ing a unified national curtural identity in the .,invaded,, country, b,ri th" ,u*"might be said of the putative "invaderl'. what, then, is the..American way,, thatthreatens global hegem ony?, (1991: 7 4).
'National culture' discourse displays a particular logic. In postcoroniar coun-tries, at least in the new nations among them' there haJbeen á replication of theprocess of nation building in the west. In France, as the saying goes, it took twohundred years to create .Frenchmen'. 

In late nineteenth-cén,,i.i Éu,op", nationbuilding was in its most intense phase - by means of public education, the massproductio'of monuments and the large-scare invention of traditions 6rousuu*mand Ranger 1983). It concerns, in effect, a process of state building through
nation building. In postcolonial countries ihe erection ofprestige architecture hasthe function of creating markers for nationar consciousness and identity, in theprocess inviting genuflection before the nation's leadership (schudson r99a).
This has also been a profoundry gendered process: the state (m)sculine; protects
(nurtwes, guides) national culture (feminine); nationalism has been a profoundly
masculinist discourse. The relationship between feminism and nationalism, westand south, has been fraught with ambivalence (e.g. Kandiyoti 1991, Enloe 1990).

In western countries the project of nation building involved intense strife
because it intervened in the existing culturar division-of labour utorrg tine, orregion, religion, language, class, gender. The Kulturkampf inc"rmunf i, u 

"ur"in point. What ensued was' not cultural homogeneity but rather partiÁhr state-managed seťtlements. Dutch pillarization, in force from l917 into the 1960s. is a

.'well-known instance. The construction of national identíty, then, is a rnatter of
tcultural struggle - usually conducted along lines of language, religion or region.
,The contemporary terminology for this kind of conflict is ethnicity.
r National culture can serve as a first-rate excuse domestically and intemation-
,ally. Thus, culture has been working overtime in Japan:

when 'culture' is used to explain Japan, statements such as 'we do this because it is our
culture' (i.e. 'we do this because we do this') are not perceived as tautology but are

I believed to give a valid reason for accepting all manner of practices whose political
I nature has been lost sight of. Culture thus becomes an excuse for systematic exploita-
, tion, for legal abuses, for racketeering and for other forms of uncontrolled exercise of

power. In the international realm, culture is made an excuse for not living up to agÍee.
' ments and responsibilities, and for not taking action in the face ofpressure from trading
. partners. (Wolferen 1990:322)

, When several years ago the Dutch minister of foreign affairs protested against
the execution of political prisoners in Indonesia after they had been imprisoned
for many years, his Indonesian counterpart pointed out that this was in character
with Indonesian culture.

Accordingly, the subsumption of cultural identity under national identity is
not an innocent move. Endorsing the myth of national culture and cultural unity,
it glosses over the dark side of nationalism. The politics of nation building
involves the marginalization of aliens, suppression of minoríties and of indi-
genous peoples - a process sometimes captured under the heading of internal
colonialism. While on the one hand national monuments are erected, on the other
hand, outside the glare of the spotlights, aliens are expropriated, minorities con-
structed and refugees created. The harvest of this policy is the contemporary
wave of ethnic mobilization for in virh-rally all cases of ethnogenesis, ethno-
politics and movements for regional autonomy or secession, the main catalyst is
the imposition of monocultural control by the state. National culture serves as a
code for state culture.

Local Culture

National culture as the corollary of nation building has been part of modemiza-
tion discourse. Current culture and development discourse is primarily concerned
with local culture. In the terms of a recent discussion; 'The first cultural dimen-
sion of development is the local level' (Kottak 1985:46); national culture is next
in the line of priorities, followed by the culture of the planners.

Privileging local culture is interpellated with several arguments. In the strong
version of this perspective the local is mentioned in one breath with the grass-
roots, indigenous, informal, micro. In some culture and development arguments
(e.g. Verhelst 1990) these are represented as the last frontier ofcultural authen-
ticity. The tendency is to view local culture in terms of prelapsarian purity and
unity, homogenizing the local community as the last stand of Gemeinschaft, in a
manner reminiscent of the way ethnographers used to speak about 'their' villages,
or their cultures, as cultural wholes or configurations. The local as a privileged
site may imply an argument about how culture develops: organically, from below
and within, by way of 'roots', according to a horticultural anthropology.



conventional developmentalism could be viewed as a form of .symbolic
violence': 'the violence which is exercised upon a social agent with his or her
complicity' (Bourdieu and wacquant 1992: 1oz;. und".rtalaing development
as a politics of difference is a step toward making developmenl practice self-
conscious with regard to its political and cultural bias, a step towárd a practice
of reflexive development.

c&D may offer relief from development steeped in E'rocentrism, occidental
narcissism or trilateralist arrogance, but the remedy against the chauvinism of .great
traditions' is not to adopt the inverse missionary position and the chauvinism of'little kaditions'. c&D is not simply a matter of including culh*e but also of inter_
rogating culture as a terrain of power, culture as ideology. Anti-et}nocentnsm, as
David crocker ( 1 99 I ) points out, may ultimately be based on another partial, par-
ticularist perspective. This is a question that is not settled in c&D. The altema_
tive advocated by Richard Rorty (1991) is 'anti anti-ethnocentrism,o or returning
towards the historical tradition of one's own gÍoup as the basis for moral judge-
ment. This is the position of what he terms postmodernist bourgeois liberalism.
This hadition however can be interpreted in many ways; in the case of the united
states it is read differently by Arlan Bloom and Noam chomsky, and on the basis
of the tradition there is, no way of deciding among these readings, precisely
because the tradition is heterogeneous and mixea. what is n."a.ii, io find a
sense of balance that does not yield to futures mapped from above nor to nostal_gia for the rear exit, a new sense of balance between universalism and localism.
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MY PARADICM OR YOURS?
VARIATIONS ON

ALTE RNATIVE D EVE LOPME NT

Human nature being what it is, while everyone likes to be a social engineer, few like to

be the objects of social engineering' (Ashis Nandy, 1989: 27l'1

This chapter is an inquiry into critical currents in development thinking. The

objective is to go beyond the fratemity of rhetorical consensus in criticizing

mainstream development and to hold the claims and aspirations of these critical

positions themselves against the light. The focus is not only on the critical but

ulro on the affrrmative part of these positions. This exercise is not meant as a

critique for critique's sake; the question is what these positions tell us analytically

and where they lead us in terms of policy and action'

My views on alternative development have been changing over the years'

tnitially my impression was that alternative development presents a loose proírle

of critical sensibilities and alternative practices that leaves so many areas open

that its claim to present an altemative model or paradigm to mainstream develop-

ment thinking is exaggerated and misplaced. Further delving and reading enthusias-

tic accounts (such as Korten 1990, Max-Neef 1991, Rahman 1993, Carmen 1996)

persuades me that there is a profound and principled challenge to mainstream

ievelopmentalism. Possibly this can take the form of an alternative development

paradigm, but closer reflection on this position and its ramifications causes me to

qu"rtlon this. I wonder not only how such an alternative development paradigm

should be conceived, in terms of analytics and politics, but also whether thinking

in terms of paradigms is appropriate at all'

Rather than pursue a single line of argument I have decided to keep these chan-

ging positions and moments of reflection in this chapter. Doing so enables me to

iook at altemative development from more angles and probe firrther than if I were

just presenting a single case. Others may have experienced a similar proc^ess of ques-

lloning. The structure of the chapter, then, roughly follows the logic of these three

positions: (l) altemative development as a loose profile; (2) alternative develop-

ment as a paradigm; (3) a postparadigmatic way of thinkíng about alternative

development. Each of these is a different way of constructing altemative develop-

ment and the relationship to mainstream development. Each of these has its

chemistry, reasoning and limitations. During this stroll past alternative develop-

ment positions my own views shift from critical to supportive to revisionist.

Advancing three arguments allows me to say more than if I would just present one;

nevertheless the third position is the one I arrive at by travelling through the others'
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within a general orientation of pluralism and fostering cultural difference. The
latter is a welcome qualification in view of the limitations of the concept of com-
munity (e.g. Young 1991).

The counterargument to the territorial reiÍication of culture is that culture
cannot be localized because it is not in itself a spatially bounded category. If
culture is territorialized, as in national culťure or local culture, the boundaries are,
ultimately, political frontiers that require political analysis. Culture is intrinsi-
cally translocal because human'learning is. At minimum, then, what is required
is to differentiate between open and closed concepts of culture, between rans-
local and territorial notions of culture (discussed in Nederveen pieterse 1995).

one can also think in terms of historical layers of culture and intersecting
circles ofcultural influence. For instance, in Pakistan traces ofa deep historical
layer of the Indus valley Mohenjodaro culture mix with the intersecting spheres
of influence of central Asian, Arab and south Asian cultures, all leaving their
imprint in language, technology and identiťy (Junejo and Bughio 1988). In addi-
tion, the distinct regional cultures of Baluchistan, Sind, the punlab and others are
overlaid by, on the one hand, Islamic culture and, on the othei, rural/urban and
gender differences across the regions. within urban culture we can further dis-
tinguish various occupational circles such as the cultures of the military, the
bureaucracy, traders and so on. somehow perched on top ofthis is .national culture'
(Jalibi 1984). In such a context, what is the statement that ,development must be
based on culture' supposed to mean?

An interesting way of thinking about this is to examine how cultrual diversity
and exchange have influenced 'development' (which is taken up by Griffrn 1996
and world commission 1996). Another way of thinking about this is in terms of
cultural mixing and hybridity. From the point of view of any given place, cultures
are hybrid; their wholeness consists in their being situationally relwant, strategic
sets of borrowed improvisations (Nederveen pieterse 1995). The localization of
culture can be questioned from the point of view not only of history but also of
geography and the question of 'place'. what comes to mind is Deleuze and
Guattari's argument of deterritorialization and Harvey's work on the relationship
between space and place: 'from space to place and back again' (1993). Doreen
Massey argues for a'global sense of prace': 'a sense of llace which is extra-
verted, which includes a consciousness of its links with the wider world, which
integrates in a positive way the global and the local' (Massey 1993:66).Rdthinking
the meaning of boundaries in the age of cultural translation is a kevnote in
Bhabha's work (1994).

several of these issues translate into a wider question: the issue is not simply
to bring anthropology back into development, but what kind of anthropology -
conventional anthropology or reflexive anthropology? c&D connects develop-
ment and anthropology at a time when anthropology itself is in crisis. part of.this
is the crisis of representation in anthropology and of the authority of the ethno-
graphic text. In response, Marcus and Fischer (19g6) propose .the repatriation of
anthropology as cultural critique'. This means in effect the merger of anthropology
and cultural studies. The limitation of C&D is that in leaning towards áppriéá
anthropology it tends to ignore poststructuralist anthropology and its critical
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innovations, and in looking south to postcolonial countries it ignores the work

done in cultural studies in post-imperial countries as well as in the South.

Cultural studies involve different outlooks and concepts. For instance, as a

concept popular culture is a notion more challenging and frLlitful than local culture

(or than nátional culture) because its hybrid character - mixing high and low

culture, local and global cultural flows - is implied from the outset (e.g. Rowe and

Schelling 1991). By using concepts such as these several of the unnecessary

dichotomies which burden and constrain C&D can be overcome and reworked on

a more subtle and more productive level of analysis and ultimately policy.

An element that tends to be relegated to the background in C&D literature is

the engagement with capitalism - as if the shift toward a cultural definition of

problems is also a shift away from a political economy perspective. This is short-

sigtrteO because it glosses over the character of'development' as a stand-in for

and an attempt to manage and steer the spread of capitalist relations, and because

it ignores a wide body of literature on the cultural dynamics of global capitalísm

and uneven development (e.g. Pred and Watts 1992, Taussig 1980)'

The cultural tum in development is not without its ironies. The tables are being

turned, as ís altogether appropriate in a post-imperial and postcolonial world in

the throes of globalization.

Over the last few years, at various meetings of men and women and representatives of
majority and minority groups from First and Third World countries, I have found that the
indigenous 'voice' oithe Third world is most likely to be voiced by a westemer, while
the ioice of Western theory often comes straight out of Afiica or Japan. The effect of all
that intellectual place switching is to induce a sense of metaphysical jet lag across genders,
cultures, and continents and to open up a conversation about the full range of interpretive
possibilities for thinking about the significance of'difference'. (Shweder 1993: 282)
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Development thinking if considered carefully is a series of improvisations and

borrowings, zigzaggíng through time, itself a hybríd project intellectually and

politically, and not quite the consistent edifice that both its adherents and oppo-

nents tend to consider it. The transformations denoted as 'development' change

along with the tides and currents of conventional wisdom (Chapter 3).

Development is intrinsically an intercultural transaction. At the cusp of

millennium' culťure is the major marker of dffirence. It assumes the role religion

performed ín the Middle Ages, biology (.race') along with time (evolution) in the

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries' and ideology in the ťrrst par1 of the twentieth

century (cf. Robertson 1992:98-9). As such, culture has come to mean 'other-

ness'. Taken in this sense, the statement that culture is to be the basis of develop-

ment, reads: the other (others, otherness) is to be the basis of development.

Development politics, then, is a politics of difference, navigating and negotiating

multicultural cohabitation locally and globally. The differences at stake are rnul-

tiple and ofdiverse kinds, notjust between developed and developing zones and

countries, but also within them and crosscutting the difference between developing/

developed.



srcurcrrs wlrn respecr to development methodology (participatory, endogenous,
self-reliant) and objectives (geared to basic needs). But is saying that develop-
ment must be undertaken from within and geared to basic n""d, un adequare way
of-redefining development, or is it only a polemical position? The altemative
referred to is altemative in relation to state and market, but not necessarily in rela-
tion to the general discourse of developmentalism. It would be difťrcult to main-
tain that alternative development has evolved a theory, although among others
Hettne ( I 990) has tried to make such a case, arguing that it reprlsents a counter-
point to mainstream development.r

Thus Friberg and Hettne (1985: 207) argue tbat 'opposed and dialectically
related to the predominant paradigm, there has been a creen counterpoint'. They
relate this historically to the .populist tradition', including narodnisá (i'e. popu-
lism in Russia), criticisms of the division of labour, the .return to Gemeinschaft,,
as well as 'Third world populism', Gandhi, Maoism and Buddhist economics.
Their premise is a radical questioning of deveropment: .it is the development
process itself which engenders most of our problems. . . . If we have been floating
along the stream of evolution, we are now starting to doubt whether it will carry
us to the promised land. Instead we hear the roaring from the approaching water-
fall. Almost all the traditional indicators of development have 

"irangea 
their emo-

tional loading from plus to minus' (Friberg and Háttne l985: 2l5).
A critique of capitalism is part of this perspective: 'The capitalist economy is

in fact a parasite upon the non-capitalist economy', capitalisrnis a form of ,shift-
ing cultivation' (233-4). They anticipate the 'possibility of a slow decline over the
coming 500 years without any particular dramatic events as the turning point'
(234). They envision a post-capitalist world, to which there are two different
roads: the Red road of continued modernization toward a socialist world order,
and the Green road of demodernízation, informed by the values of cultural iden-
tity, self-reliance. social justice and ecological bábnce (234-5). The .global
Green movement', in their view, derives strength from three diíferent soluces:
traditionalists in the peripheries, marginarized people at the middle level, and
postmaterialists in affluent societies at the centres. Nations founded upon ancient
nations or civilizations such as china, Iran, Egypt, viebram and also Mexico,
Turkey, Japan and India can be 'seen as the mainiources, actual or potential, of
alternatives to the Western model of development'(23g).

This has been quoted extensively because it shows how quickly sensibilities
date, or at any rate their articulation, and because it brightlyillusírates features
that run through various forms of alternative development ttrin*ing.

Ú The tendency to represent alternative development as a countefpoint that
unites all dissident social forces critical of development, whic^h in turn
reflects an underlying desire to forge a grand coalition ofopposition forces.

o rhe tendency to equate development with modemization and arternative
development with demodemization, premised on the .incompatibility 

between
modernization and human development' (Friberg and Hettne 19g5: 235).

tr The tendency to view and represent altemative development as an alternative
external to the mainstream, a counter-utopia carried by different social actors

in the interstices of the mainstream and in countries supposedly outside the
thrust of Western developmentalism; in other words, an enclave or 'liberated
zone' approach to alternative development.

n The alignment of all forms of criticism of mainstream development together
as if they form a cohesive alternative, but all good things together do not
necessarily make a great thing. Friberg and Hettne (1985: 220) mention 'pos-
sible priority conflicts between the subgoals of development' but maintain
that they form a coherent whole.

This particular formulation of alternative development is clearly dated and
marked by the 1980s upsurge of Green movements. It very much resembles the
post-development perspective that took shape in the 1990s (Chapter 7 below). In
later formulations Hettne (|990, |992) abandoned the demodernízationJanti-
development perspective. Some of the weaknesses of this kind of position (anti-
cipating the discussíon of post-development) are the following:

tr .Mainstream development' is simplífied as a single, homogeneous thrust
toward modernization and its diversity, complexity and adaptability are
underestimated.

D While the theoretical claim is for a dialectical relationship between main-
stream and alternatives, the actual argument takes the form of a simple dual-
istic opposition and the dialectics, the ways in which mainstream and
alternatives shape and influence one another, slip out of view.

E In order to maximize the opposition between mainstream and alternative, the
appeal of the mainstream to various constituencies is underestimated.

Several of these feafures resemble and replay the narrative of ánti-capítalist oppo-
sition. The tendency to transpose forms of struggle opposing early industrial
capitalism to late capitalism indicates a failure of oppositional imagination. It
recycles a struggle scenario under different circumstances and envisions no
path but that of rejectionism. This might be one of the problems of altemative
development: postconventional ideas and approaches are straitjacketed in con-
ventional political ímaginaries. In the process altemative development is loaded
with aspirations beyond its scope. Subsequent claims for alternative develop-
ment by Hettne and others have been more modest, while this kind of grand-
standing has now taken the form of post-development. Broadly speaking, then,
the development terrain seems to be marked out into three overall positions:
mainstream development (which, I will argue later, is by no means a coherent
position), alternative development (which itself involves a range of perspectives),
and post-development.

At this point, a hostile criticism would be that inflated to 'altemative develop-
ment' this approach is pretentious because it suggests more than it can deliver,
unclear because the difference between what is alternative and what is not is not
clarified, and fuzzy to the point of hypocrisy because it sustains the overall
rhetoric of development while suggesting the ability to generate something really
different within its general aura. Alternative development has been fashionable
because it coincided with a crisis in development thinking, and because it
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The argument runs as follows. Alternative development has been concerned
with introducing alternative practices and redefining the goals of development.
This has been successful in the sense that key elements of both have been adopted
in mainstream development. Even if not consistently practised it is now generally
accepted that development efforts are more successful if the community partici-
pates. NGos now play key roles on the ground and in development cooperation.
This success reflects not simply the strengh of NGos and grassroots politics but
also the 1980s rollback ofthe state, the advance ofmarket forces and the break-
down of regulation. All the same, the goals of development have been generally
redefined. It is now widely accepted that development is not simply a matter of
GDP growth and human development is a more appropriate goar and measure of
development. This also means that alternative development has become less dis-
tinct from conventional development discourse and practice since altematives
have been absorbed in mainstream development. In the context of alternative
development several pertinent positions and methodologies have been developed -
views on the agency, methods and objectíves of development. However, alter-
native development has failed to develop a clear perspective on micro-macro
relations, an altemative macro approach, and a coherent theoretical position,
although it is often claimed that there is an alternative development paradigm. But
is the concept ofparadigm appropriate to contemporary social science? Besides, is
formulating the relationship between alternative development and mainstream
development as a paradigm break substantively tenable and politicatly sensible?

These reflections on alternative development are followed by queries on main-
stream development, which is increasingly caught on the horns of a dilemma
between the aims of human and social development and the constraints of struc-
tural adjustment and global monetarism represented by the international financial
institutions. Presently, unlike the 1970s, the big hiatus no longer runs between
mainstream and altemative development, but between human and alternative
development on the one hand, and the washington consensus of structural reform
on the other (see Chapters 8 and l0 below).

Alternative Development

To start with there are different ways of conceiving what alternative development
is about and what its role is. Alternative development can be viewed as a roving
critique of mainstream development, shifting in position as mainstream develop-
ment shifts, as a series of alternative proposals and methodologies that are loosely
interconnected; or it can be viewed as an alternative development paradigm,
implying a definite theoretical break with mainstream development. It can be
viewed as concerned with local development, with alternative practices on the
ground, or as an overall challenge to the mainstream, and part of a global alter-
native. In many discussions this question of the status and scope of alternative
development remains unsettled.

An elementary distinction, following sheth (1987), runs between structuralist
and normative approaches to development altematives. This involves two basic
ďfferences' Skucturalist approaches, such as dependency theory and the Keynesian
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reformism of the new international economic order, emphasize structural

macroeconomic change - just as mainstream modernization thinking does -

whereas alternative development emphasizes agency, in the sense of people's

capacity to effect social change. The second difference is that dependency critiques

of mainstream development do not usually question developmentper se but only
dependent development (or underdevelopment).

A basic question is :uhetber-a!1emative.dsve1CIHIrent-l$."ilI gl'tgmatlvp-:uarď*"
thesamegoa.l.s.ag'g}4lÍl..s'J"r"9.4'1;i".d-e.v"pJ"o''pt]p-gnl*.b*J-""

mfi a$s".pg{tiaípaÍp;y-nnd,ngqBl*.9sn"F-e"d,Itwouldseemthisway
if we consider the enormous increase of development funds being channelled or
rechannelled through NGOs during the past two decades (which now exceed the
total annual disbursements through the IMF and World Bank)- This suggests

ample peaceful coexistence between mainstream and alternative development.

Yet the usual claim is that alternative development refers to an altemative model
of develooment. Let us consider how this claim runs.

. In the le70s 4iqsatisl4ctign:utlb"malns{*ng9J:19"p_l39_ltt-c-{yp-klli*29-{.*.rJ"9"3.It"
alternative, people-centred approach to development. According to the 1975
report ;r tffi ffi [" }Í"'ffi66ia.s.6ňfiááii ff*W1{áí now? Another Deyelop-

$9Ú*dgYslÍ'fl"'fi-ďiÍ-š]ioiitilHd;:géffeďÍiíiii9''$ái.ili ioá' qf.eééd-s.:' . rndg.gěiroils
and sel harmony"with,the,"ennuqnmsnt'. Whether this was meant
tii be an alternative practice of development apart from the mainstream or
whether it was also to change mainstream development was not quite settled. This
approach has been carried further under the heading of alternative development.
Over the years alternative development has been reinforced by and associated
with virtually any form of criticism of mainstream developmentalism, such as
anti-capitalism, Green thinking, feminism, ecofeminism, democratization, new
social movements, Buddhist economics, cultural critiques, and poststructuralisl

analysis of development discourse.
'Altemative' generally refers to three spheres - agents, methods and objectives

or values of development. According to Neďrn (1977), alternative development
is the terrain of 'Third System' or citizen politics, the importance of which is
apparent in view of the failed development efforts of government (the prince or
first system) and economic power (the merchant or second system). often thís

seems to be the key point; alternative development is developmentfrom below.

In this context, 'below' refers both to 'community' and to NGOs. In several
respects altemative development revisits Community Development of the 1950s
and 1960s. Community Development goes back to American social work, which
via British colonialism entered colonial development, and in the 1950s supple-
mented modernization efforts (Carmen 1996: 46-7). This genealogy accounts
for the ambiguity of some of the key terms in alternative development, such as
'participation'.

Altqgr*Jlvs.dw"glgp#r-elli*frequp-ntly-.idsnÍif'l'p,.d'.wjttr'devolopmont*by*NGos*
(e.g. Drabek 1987). But given the wide variety of NGOs and NGO practices, the
equation 'altemative development is what NGOs do' would obviously bcjna*

*sreÍg.Nco ideology is organization-led and too limited to account for alter.
native development. Alternative development involves further distinguishing
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matched general doubts about the role of the state, both among neoliberals and

from the point of view of human rights. The 'alternative' discourse was a way of

being progressive without being overly radical and without endorsing a clear

ideology; it could be embraced by progressives and conservatives who both had axes

to grind with the role of states. It was a safe, low-risk way of being progressive

and its structural obscurity ensured broad endorsement. It was a postmodem way

of being post-ideological. It was everyone's way out except that of the last

bureaucrat.
Hettne (1990) presents .A"ql\pr-.Pgyelopment' as a combin{1o-q-"ď-balic

ríeeŇ' setr-iaIan ;Šustáiná6Ě;'aě.aoéěnďris aevetopment.-Áitráctive as this
o noT

\i

m,ějaÍiibe too|{;li á!"9gÍij9.S-e"g1[jÍ:probléÍií.Jtll-[iioÓ-things pdrro.ethrer.rdďffi
nečeŠšaÍiry;aa-,p"t"; iáaigÍn. Part of this is the problem of articulation

(cf. Laclau and Mouffe 1985). To the extent that each of these discourses has its

own logic and autonomy, there is no guarantee that they will blend well together.

Their actual course depends on their articulation with other discourses, which

may tum out to be progressive or conservative. There is no preordained outcome

to the politics of hegemony. At best this gives us an unstable articulation, which
. is too weak a basis to constitute an 'alternative model'. Ethno4eJclqprugnLpay
ggůJg*[j:*9-{.:..Y..". Jgp"-*."t' or may take an ethnonationalist turn. Se-lfugua$g

may requre 
""ono*r.r-of 

scale, which clash with ethnodevelopment' Feminism

may clásh withindigenous culture" 3nd so on' Running the rísk.offlippancy, one

might say that the kind of world in which alternative development works is a

world that does not need it. Thus, while pertinent as an orientation, it is too

unstable and narrow to serve as a 'model'.

Hettne seeks to establish a sharp boundary between mainstream development

and alternative development but fails to do so. Hettne's schematic representation

of mainstream development theory versus counterpoint theory overrates the

coherence and consistency of 'development'. Besides, if alternative development

is defined as a counterpoint to mainstream development, it is reduced to a reac-

tive position: if mainstream development shifts, so woulď alternative develop.

ment. FurtherÍnore' the altemative components mentioned by Hettne are now no

longer distinctive: basic needs, participation, sustainability have long been

adopted in mainstream development.2
The oroblem is that there is no clear line of demarcation between mainstream

uiďur t-ilt iuě l. lte.'"ď'e s.'iě c ii opiea. áía y éšiěrdel,'íá'G;iiáii\, es are toaaT$
"iŇl'Tilí"fiíŤft difference between mainstream and alternative, then, is a conjunc-
hral difference, not a difference in principle, although it tends to be presented as

if it is. In itself 'altemative' has no more meaning than 'new' in advertising. With

Nandy (1989) we might term this the problem of the 'standardization of dissent'.

In this sense alternative development replicates 'the. yqlq-e gf !,he- !ew', which- is

;rjítr'"'l''t'insic to modernity (vattimo l988). As such, alternativé děvélbpment

partakěs of tEe^rirtifiěfifirni.bf"modernity and the everlasting hope that the future

will redeem the present.
So far, then, it would be diffrcult to claim that altemative development repre-

$
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disparate theoretical strands, is in flux, not fully developed, and its status remains
unclear. Part of the polemics of development and situated on its cutting edge, it's
made up as one goes along and remains intrinsically controversial and unsettled.
Understandings of alternative development vary widely: whichever aspect of
mainstream development the spotlight is on, alternative development is held up
as its counterpoint.-If m-ainstream development !s ,v-iewed, as it has been_ !h.9lgh
most of the career of modem developmentalísm,, áš stáie-led' thén altemative

1::9longqT'1-.,F'agsoÓi'Ítě"d.witaTFe''iťifoiniáršeiioi'-šociáÍmovemeptg e"p.d Nsa;
s tlie other hand mainstreamdevelopment ís viewed under the sign of liberali.
,3*l"9".ilas nas-boen-the..case sínc'a tbe t980s wave oťnp.oliberalisrni.then the"'altor.
gq!Íys"b.econaes'.."""the.'.sja19, Th}ls, under the heading of Alternative Development
strategies in sub-saharan Africa, stewart, Lall and wangwe (1993) argue for
import-substitution industrialization and state protection for industry, a strategy
which, in other times and contexts, was itself part of mainstream development
repertoires.

This variabilíty is intrinsic to altemative development to the extent that altema-
tive development is by definition reactive, contrapuntal. At a time when there is
widespread admission that several development decades have brought many fail-
ures, while the development industry continues unabated, there is continuous and
heightened self-criticism in development circles, a constant search for alternatives,
a tendency towards self-correction and a persistent pattern ofcooptation ofwhat-
ever attractive or fashionable altematives present themselves. Accordingly, the
tumover of alternatives becoming mainstream has speeded up; the dialectics of
altemative development and mainstream development has accelerated.

Green thinking about sustainability, a radical position twenty or so years ago,
has long been institutionalized as 'sustainable development'. The informal sector,
a twilight zone unnoticed by mainstream developers mesmerized by the state, has
been put in the limelight by Hernan de soto (1989) and embraced by establishment
development agencies. The accompanying message of deregulation and govern-
ment rollback of course beautifully matched the prevailing neoliberal outlook.
NGos, after decades of marginality, have become major charmels of development
cooperation. Govemments go non-goveÍnmental by setting up Govemment organ.
ized Non Government organizations. In countries such as Mozarnbique and
Bangladesh the resources of NGos, domestic and intemational, exceed those at
'the diqposal of govemment. women's concerns, once an outsider criticism, have
been institutionalized by making women and gender preferential parts of the
development package. criticism of foreign aid as development assistance has led
to its being renamed 'development cooperation'. capacity-building which used to
be missing in conventional development support is now built in as a major objec-
tive. Mega-summits - in Rio, cairo, copenhagen, Beijing, Istanbul - have been
forums for the alignment of offrcial and unofficial discourses.

In other words, forms of alternative development have become institutionalized
as part of mainstream development, and in some circumstances have become or
overtaken mainsffeam development, to the point that MAD, or mainstream altema-

{,i



we can regard altemative development either as an open-ended poser, or as a
set of ideas and practices that in time have themselves been institutionalized, and
while critically scrutinizing the latter we can keep open the former. The advantage
of altemative development as an open-ended poser is that it provides a flexible
position of critique. of course this principle can be adopted without any reference
to 'alternative development'; instead development itself can be defined as .con_
stant consideration ofarternatives'(e.g. coetzee r9g9: l1). The disadvantage is
that without a theory alternative development is like a ship without a rudder.

Alternative Development paradigm

while much alternative development thinking makes a diffuse impression, this
has gradually been giving way to a sharper ánd more assertive positioning on
account of several trends. (1) The enorÍnous growth of NGos in numbers and
influence generates a growing demand for strategy and therefore theory. (2) The
importance of environmental concerns and sustainability has weakened the eco-
nomic growth paradigm and given a boost to alternative and ecological econom_
ics. (3) The glaring faílure of several development decades further unsettles the
mainstream paradigm of grovth. (a) The growing challenges to the Bretton woods
institutions lead to the question whethei these criticis*, u." merely procedural
and institutional (for more participation and democratization) or ínetner ttrey
involve fundamentally different principles.

These diverse trends generate various lines of tension. one line of friction
runs between the general alternative development preoccupation with local and
endogenous development and the growing demand foi grobar arternatives.
Globalization under the sign of the unfettered market is denounced because itclashes with endogenous development, while the mushrooming of NGos itself is
a manifestation of the growing momentum of global civil sociěty, in other words
represents another arm of globalization. Another line of friction runs between
diffuse alternative development and an artemative development paradigm, theformer implying a soft and the latter a hard boundary witb mairrrt 

"* 
develop_

ment, and theoretical openness or closure. These tensions find expression in moreor less subtle differences among altemative development positions.
In view of the holistic aspirations of alternative development it would be desir_able for disparate altemative development knowledge poois to u" g.oup"á together;yet in view of the different functions that alternative develápment fulfils -animating local development, guiding intemational NGo straiegy, informingglobal alternatives - this will not necessarily happen. Arternative developmentserves dispersed discourse communities. International NGos tend to look bothways, at local grassroots development and at global altematives. These differentfunctions overlap and intersperse and ur" io, necessarily incompatible, butrhl, ning them requires making them explicit, which is noi often done, and aneffort at synthesis, which requires more reflection on rocavglobar and micro/megainterconnections than is common in most alternative deverJpment literature.
oddly, in view of the craim to an alternative development paradigm and its grow_ing appeal, attempts to theoretically develop alternative developinent have been

UI

relatively few.3 There may be several reasons for this. Altemative development
tends to be practice oriented rather than theoretically inclined. The world of alter-
native development is not a 'library world'. part of alternative development logic
is that as development is people-centred, genuine development knowledge is
also people's knowledge and what counts is local rather than abstract expert
knowledge. With the local orientation of alternative development comes a certain
regional dispersal in the literature, which looks like a scattered archipelago ofpri-
mary local knowledges, with little overarching reflection. Besides, alternative
development travels under many aliases - appropriate development, participatory
development, people-centred development, human-scale development, people's
self-development, autonomous development, holistic development; and many
elements relevant to alternative development are developed, not under the banner
of alternative development but under speciťtc headings, such as participation, par-
ticipatory action research, grassroots movements, NGos, empowermento con-
scientization, liberation theology, democratization, citizenship, human rights,
development ethics, ecofeminism, cultural diversity, etc. such dispersion does
not facilitate generating a coherent body of theory. Many altemative development
sources do not in any methodical way refer to one another but keep on generat-
ing alternatives from the ground up, in the process reinventing the wheel without
zeroing in on fundamentals or generating 'expert opinion' and debate. In part this
may be a matter of the 'alternative' character of altemative development, alter-
native in the sense of a habitus of subversion, an intuitive aversion to method, to
systematization and codification, which implies a distrust of 'experts' and even
of theory itself. This weakens the claim to deliver a different paraďgm.

Alternative development is not necessarily anti-theoretical but it is intellectu-
ally segmented. The work of several altemative development authors can be con-
textualized in terms of their social location. David Korten is an NGo strategist
who conřibutes both to local development and global altematives' John Friedmann
is primarily concerned with local and regional planning. Anisur Rahman mainly
addresses local and grassroots development. Manfred Max-Neef and Hazel
Henderson are altemative economists, the former engaged with local develop-
ment and the latter with global alternatives. Training, teaching and research are
other contexts in which alternative development is being articulated, across a
wide spectrum from small local institutes to university programmes.a

while alternative development is often referred to as an alternative develop-
ment model or paradigm, which implies an emphatic theoretical claim, what is
delivered on this score is quite uneven. Critics of the Bretton Woods institutions
as bulwarls of mainstream developmentalism increasingly claim to present apaÍa-
digm shift in development. The same elements keep coming back: 'equitable,
participatory and sustainable human development' (e.g. Amrda 1994: 139). 'The
new approach to development includes the values of equify, participation and
environmental sustainability, as well as improving physical well-being'
(Griesgraber and Gunter 1996a: xiv). Is this sufficient as the basis of a new
paradigm? It concerns the 'how to's' of development rather than the nafure of
development as such. It identifies aspaations rather than attributes of develop-
ment. As such it can easily be 'added on' to mainstream development discourse
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and indeed often is. Since mainstream development nowadays embraces and

advertises the same values, the outcome is a rhetorical consensus rather than a

paradigm break.
Rahman (1993) contÍasts a consumerisl view of development, which treats

people as passive recipients of growth, with a creativtsl view, according to which

p"opt" are the creative forces of development, the means as well as the end of

ievelopment, for development is defined as people's self-development. This

refers to a set of normative orientations, rather than to a different explanatory

framework. Such elements may add up to a distinctive alternative development

proťtle but not to a paradigm. The distinguishing element of alternative develop-

ment should be found in the redefinition of development itself and not merely in

its agency, modalities, procedures or aspirations
Dissatisfaction with development-as-growth is an increasingly common posi-

tion, not merely since the Club of Rome's report on The Limits to Growth

(Meadows et aI. 1972). Yet if development is not about growth, what is it? one

option is to redef,rne development as social transformation (e.g. Addo et al. 1985).

In itself development as transformation ís vague because it is like saying that

development is change - change from what to what, what kind of ctrange? 'Good

change', according to Robert Chambers (1983)' lnstitutional transformation adds

some concreteness but still needs context. Korten (1990) defines development as

transformation towards justice, inclusiveness and sustainability. Again these are

normative clauses, but ethics of development (e.g. Goulet 1992) does not neces-

sarily add up to redefining development. Alternatively, might the character of

alternative development be found in a distinctive development style? Max-Neef

(1991: 86) mentions 'avoiding bureaucratization' and for Korten the surest way

to kill a social movement is to throw money at it. But the downside of this post-

tion is the romanticization of social movements (as in post-development).

It may be argued that theory is a central concern of alternative development,

for it is about the redefinition of development. Korten (1990: 113) notes that 'it

is impossible to be a true development agency without a theory that directs action

to thi underlying causes of underdevelopment. In the absence of a theory, the

aspíring development agency almost inevitably becomes instead merely an assls-

funce ígency engaged in relieving the more vísible symptoms of underdevelop-

ment through relief and welfare measures.' Indeed, , an organízation cannot have

a meaningful development strategy without a development theory' (1990: 114).

Korten (1990: 61) proposes a redefinition of development as follows:

l*D"u.lop."nt is a process by which the members of a society increase their.personal and

\ *t,it tiil*L.apacities to mobilize and manage resoluces to produce sustainable and justly

I Jir*Uu,"a improvements in their quality of life consistent with their own aspirations'

L*_
ťtl,u*" point in different wording: .The heart of development is institutions and

politics, not Ínon"y and technology, though the latter are undeniably important'

?t+4). ,ftr" most fundamental issues of development are, at their core, issues of

po*á,' (214). The kind of issues that Gunnar Myrdal raised years ago in Asian

r)rnmn í1968). issues of land ownership and distribution of power, issues that
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and other fads, which made little or no difference in relation to poverťy: these
fundamentals are now put centre-stage.

This position may be distinctive enough to establish a break with conventional
development. For Korten it constitutes a break with the various approaches that
coopt alternative values by 'adding them on' to the growth mooet. .The basic
needs strategies that gained prominence during the 1970s, and are still advocated
by organizations such as UNICEF, are a variant of, usually an add-on to, a clas-
sical growth-centered development strategy' (1990: a4). The same applies to the
approaches that have been concerned with giving structural adjustment a .human
face'. 'The basic services for which they pleaded were best charactenzed as a
facade, putting a more palatable face on actions that are based on flawed analysis
and theory, rather than coming forward in support of more basic, but politically
controversial reťorms' (45). The report of the Wor|d Commission on Enuironme,,t
and Development on our common Future (19g7), known as the Brundtland
Report, is also criticized for merging sustainability and growth in the notion of
'sustainable growth' ( I 66).

A further question is whether, beyond an alternative definition of development,
alternative development has a distinctive methodology, epistemology and policy
agenda. A review of alternative development positions on questions oť agency,
endogenous development, indigenous knowledge and development cooperation,
may serve to fill in and give substance to an alternative development paradigm or
profile and also to detect whether there are contradictory elements among them.
since the literature is extensive, uneven and dispersed this is only a provisional
review.

Agency

. with regard to agency there have been marked changes over time in alternative
development thinking. Generally arternative development combines the aims of

' development and emancipation. As development .from below, it is part oť the
' general concern with civil society. In 1970s alternative development malifestos

me torces that were to carry and implement 'another development' were the com_
munity and informal sector, or the 'third system'. of the big three - state, market,
society - the emphasis was entirely on society as the foundation for another
development. clearly at the time alternative development was a protest position

;: against state-led development. The strength of NGo discourse on the other hand

''. 
: 

uto a weakness: neglecting the role of the state.Ás.stre&-thffug.q*{--G-^Qs.&ay-".

$:iw*lax*saa*pa*-sfJt*.'neolib9rpJ.":9.o.Y'T!-":rg.'u*ly'tignj^il;ď'ffi"p*.*-
JlSygJ9$7):{ilhen in the 1980s the private sector came to be viewed as the lead-
lng. sector of development, the scope of altemative development widened to
include the state. Thus Friedmarn (t992) and others u.gu" ihut a strong civil

r, society and a strong state go together. A strong, activist state in this view does not
necessarily mean a dominant state. In alternative development the role of the state
is not viewed in the same way as in conventional development: the state is to act

W
@

.lii as an enabler, a facilitator of people's self-development. For the state to oerÍbrm



What about the third of the big three - market forces? Gradually this is being
roped in, moving beyond not only anti-state but also anti-market understandings
of people-centred development. 'Step-by-step we have moved to a recognition
that government, business and voluntary organizations all have essential roles
in development' (Korten 1990: 95). Not only practices but also prescriptions
increasingly involve synergies between govemment, NGOs and firms, and ele-
ments such as fair trade, corporate codes, socially responsible business and
banking. Thailand's Five Star Partnership Programme integrates the efforts of
government, NGOs, private sector, religious communities and academic institu-,
tions to facilitate community and provincial development. Sato and Smith (1996),
present this as a practice exemplar as part of an alternative development para-
digm. A trend at the other extreme is for the market logic to take over to the point
that private aid, as part of the development industry, becomes a business under-
taking (Sogge 1996).

i NGOs .

f- I The struggle of alternative development, according to Smitu Kothari (1994: 50), .a I is .nothing sho.t ďrey9Js$gg9.q9lqc9g!-qfupgies-bv*Íhs*eeonony: This calls ;
I to mind Sukharnoy Chakravarťy's saying that the market is a good servant but a

l_!gg.gÍ"r (quoted in Hettne |992). whe
I tion 1o business interests. foreign or domestic, social forces can operate as a coun-

tervailing power. In a situation where various forces seek to influence or control
the state * strategic business gÍoups' foreign corporate interests, multilateral
agencies - organized civil society can operate as a check on the 'privatization' of
the state and the public sphere.

The political economy of dependencia involved Third World intellectuals rely-
ing on the state and on the emergence of a national bourgeoisie. As intellectuals
of Third World nationalism and anti-imperialism, at times they played the part of
alternative mandarins. What is the political economy of altemative development?
Which political and social forces sustain the world of everyday and really-existing
alternative development? Whom does altemative development discourse serve?
Who are fundíng NGos and alternative development consultants? (See e'g. Gow
1991, Sogge 1996.)

NGOs have become part of the development industry, another component in
the package. The rise of NGOs during the 1970s and l98Os*EbOhab)eproducl
of and com;9.nsationJor.Íbgx.ey.-.epflgqllb"-e'&l- Duffre1d 1996). Civil society,

*.š čffiffi&ffiiilGila Nco' áie á mixed bag, all the more because, ,nu,h,ooá. Í
ing amidst the breakdown of regulation (or informalization), they are unregulated
themselves. Some NGOs such_ as -c'hurch qrga-nizatiqns were active long before

- lttg- dprel.op-Jn.-e.nt e.ra. There aÍe steep differences between NGos as public seryice .
contractors and people-oriented NGOs (e.g. Korten 1990, Edwards and Hulme
1992). NGOs suffer similar problems (bureaucratization, hierarchy, scale, cor-
ruption, dependence) as any organization. If they are sites of power outside the
reach of the state they are within the reach of donors, who in tum move within
the orbit oftheir firnders, state or private, and their culhral and discursive agendas

cgfr
'fl

ž,; (e.g BIaC,k 1992 about the career of oxfam). NGos can function as parastatals,

íli subcontractors of the state or Governmental NGos, but outside the channels of

l accountability and control. NGOs can just as easily be conservative agencies,

ii.such as evangelical movements broadcasting the theology of quiescence or the

ii- prosperity gospel of individual achievement, charismatic movements propagating

íl].new forms of ritualísm; not to mention agencies such as the Summer Institute of
Linguistics which is on record as having served as a CIA conduit.

Development NGOs have been denounced as 'new missionaries' engaged in

l..recolonization, as 'unguided missiles' (Hanlon 1991), or as 'the new East India
Company' (Bume 1995). They have been accused of neutralizing popular resis-
tance and facilitating popular acceptance of strucfural adjustment (Arrelano-

!-Lope, and Petras 1994). NGos can contribute to democralízing development

l,(Clark 1991), serve as vehicles of transnational networking building global civil

I'society (Henderson 1993), as liaisons in 'innovation networking' (My'telka 1993),
jr,or channels of outside interference beyond the controls of normalized politics and

i-international relations (e.g. African Rights 1994). The role of NGOs is now

l'.1 viewed with less naivety and more discrimination concerning the institutional,
discursive, economic and political constraints under which they operate.

New Politics

Alternative development literature is sprinkled with pleas for unity. In an Indian
context, for instance, Smitu Kothari (1994; 5l) notes: 'The pervasive fragmenta-
tion ofthe entire democratic spectrum has to be replaced by coalescing our dis-
persed efforts'. In part this reflects nostalgia, not so much for Gemeinschaftbut
for the 'old politics' characterized by clearly divided camps and neat ideological
boundaries. Laclau and Mouffe (1985) contrast this with hegemonic politics,.
which is characterized by unfixed identities and fragmented space, in which
nodal points nonetheless matter. In hegemonic politics coalitions are not stable as
in the old-time coalitions because the subjectivities are not as stable. Alternative
development may involve novel coalition politics of new and old social move-
ments, with a view to a new convergence of concerns and interests, in relation
both to local and to global politics. The case for a 'convergence of radicalisms'
(Shiviah 1994) fails to persuade because in these kind ofpleas the interests, iden-
tities and subjectivities involved tend to be taken as static and given, rather than
as constructed in the process ofafticulation.

In alternative development, agency can be defined narrowly or broadly; it can
be defined loosely, in diffuse alternative development, or sharply, in the alter-
native development paradigm. At any rate, what is more appropriate than a sta-
tic coalition politics or a new kind of political 'unity' is the idea of synergies
among pluralistic actors, synergies that are flexible and mobile and do not
require ideological consensus. Thus, the World Bank's NGO desk is making
tripartite negotiations between government, NGOs and international institutions
a feature of its approach. Defining development policy as public action (Wuy'ts
et al. 1992) is an approach that involves synergies among diverse actors and
across sectors.s
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E ndogenou s D evelopm ent

The notion of the 'endogenous' refers to a social, cultural and symbolic space.
Endogenous development implies a refutation of the view of development =
modernization = Westernization. Self-reliance, then, does not simply concern the
means but the end of development: the goals and values of development are to be
generated from within. 'Development is endogenous - there are no front nmners

.*tq.bsfiallo-wďJRahmagmljuf Arl*riiiiilicatíoiils thái ,;démíďlšvi.ewaď
as generatedy'om within. Modernization then is not a matter of importing foreign
models but also the 'modernization of tradition'. Imported modemization means
the destruction of existing social and cultural capital * as in the cliché moderni-
zation view of tradition as'resistance to change', modernization as the develop-
m911'o.{9n.c'|1v.e"9-G^99t-9{.]1".gglg*ig'I!""t")t!d!!.e-m"B],
bontrast, modernization-from-within means the revalorization and adaptation of
existing social and cultural capital. Rahman (1993) relates how traditional self-
help groups in West Africa, the Naam, have taken on other functions. A broad

-stream of literature discusses many instances of grafting development on to
'traditional' organizations (e.g. Carmen 1996, Bume 1995, Pradervand 1989,
Verhelst 1990). These instances open up our understanding of development as
well as modernity. The 'modernization of tradition' releases local and popular

' energies in a way that the modernization approach of top-down mobilization and
outside-in imposition could never achieve.

An endogenous outlook is fundamental to alternative development. Yet endo-
genism is difficult to tum into a 'hard' principle. Generally the boundary between
inside and outside is one of the ftrndamental problems of development thinking
(e.g. Gordon 1991). For what is the unit of development? The conventional
framework used to ue;the.3ncteiy (re.d n4ilgl#9e.fuái.),"á position that was

"gb'allpnged.by-'Wallersteín.(l97'D Wb'q."*Tg}.e-q1bqt !h9 ac!ua|.uqi1.9{'-dw5:1opment
-.is*the .\ilarld:sysÍ9m.(i.e. t!c-1q!s .|11ggraFq-bJ-a'diyisio-nnf.labour in the+rg-

- - dU_c-1ip" n_"o-{-_gg9gs*ff-g9nl"q"{y--fot -Le!lg,q}9tion). Altemative development intro-
duces a diffuse range of alternative sites of endogeneity: people, community,
local, grassroots.T Who are the people in 'people power'? Is it 'people' or 'the
people' - in which case we are back with 'society'? Or does it involve a class ele-
ment, as in 'popular sectors'? If endogenous means within the community, it
leads to the question of ethnodevelopment (see below). If endogenous means
within society, it leads to the question of globalization and the bluning of
borders. Extemal change agents or animateurs often play an important role in stim-
ulating local processes or acting as brokers: this is another limit to endogeneity as
a horizon (a point made by Friedmann 1992).

How far to take endogenism? For instance, are Islamic approaches to develop-
ment part of alternative development? They match the basic criteria of being
endogenous, geared to basic needs, participatory and sustainable. Would this also
apply to Islamist grassroots and social organizing (e.g. in Egypt, Turkey, or for
that matter Algeria)? The community activities of Sbiv..Senajn"Sgg-bay * an

.9šg9T-e-lg|ty-'11g Hlnduist'prget]Lzgltgl - hav e b e en pra i s e d for the i r a lternati ve
development efforts (Esman and Upton 1984: 8). Organizations such as the
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B{!t"ts (LTTE) are also k{o--W! tS-.!_q Sff"-"liyg 9_qmnuprty.orgirnlz_e{_s. Afrer
enaogaišm tn-encii šiop m'y be ettrnočiiauvinism.

Ethnodevelopment

Endogenous development implies that each society should find its own strategy.
But what is a society? An idea originally advocated by Rodotfo Stavenhagen
(1986), with reference to the indigenous peoples in Latin America, and taken up
by Hettne (1990) is ethnodevelopment.E In the words of Friberg and Hettne
(|985:221), states are .ar1iÍicial territorial constructions' and .small communities
of human beings are the ultimate actors'. 'The concept of nation-state implies that
the territorial boundaries of the state coincide with the boundaries of a culturally
homogeneous nation. This is the exception rather than the rule in a world with about
1500 peoples or nations but only 150 states.' Therefore, 'The tribes ancl nations of
the world are much more basic units of development, because they allow for the
forging of a genuine consensus between their mernbers. Nomrative convergence
can only be obtained where people share a framework of social reasoning.' (ibid.).

Under the guise of alternative radicalism, this is not merely, a nostalgic and con_
servative but a reactionary programme. It evokes false and illusory notions- of
'consensus' and group boundaries based on a reification of ethnos = conurunity.
Friberg and Hettne note that 'Modemization always implies the decline and disin-
tegration of natural communities" (1985: 233). First, this narrows modemizatiol
to exogenous modernization, eliminates the idea of rnodernization-frorn-within
and thus denies the very idea ofendogenous development. secondly, should one
accept these criteria as part of altemative development, it would mean altemative
development upholding the same arguments as rightwing opponents of multi-
culturalism in the West (and not only in the west): in the name of .natural com-
munities', immigrants can be banned; in the name of 'cultural homogeneity' as
a condition for sharing 'a framework of social reasoning', multicultLralism can
be declared inoperable. 'Natural communities' is the terminology of blood ancl
soil politics. It is the kind of terminology that the followers of Hindutva i1 Ildia
would embrace. Endogenous development hardened to ethnodevelopment ls a pro-
grarnme for separate development, for neo-apartheid and Banfustan politrcs, a pro-
graÍnme for inward-looking deglobalization in the age of accelerated globalization,

This is alternative development at its worst. It evokes the spectre of ethno-
fundamentalism. The reasoning is insinuating: 1500 peoples, therefore 1500
nations-in-waiting? Once .genuine consensus' among group members is Íhe work-
ing criterion, an infinitesimal process of fissure is on the cards. In the contempo-
rary world of 'ethnic cleansing' this sounds unbelievably naive. There may be
constructive ways of valorizíng ethnicity, e.g' in conjunction with local culture
and policies of decentralization. But a prerequisite for reconstructing ethnicity is
deconstructing it, in the sense of recognizing its constructecl character
(Nederveen Pieterse 1996), and not recycling static notions such as .natural com-
munities' and blood and soil politics.

'Green authors tend to visualize the fuhrre as a world of cooperating and fed-
erated natural communities without strong centre-periphery gradients between



them' (Friberg and Hettne 1985:223). A further perennial problem of visualizinga future of autonomous communities, as in Green notions of bioregronarism, isthat the relationship among communities or regions, which are in"evitably dif-ferentially endowed in terms ofresources, is not settred (cf. young r99l). Fribergand Hettne are not unaware of the dark side of populism and tlie possibílity ofecofascism: they mention the resemblance of the Green movement to Fascistmovements of the rg30s with a similar emphasis on nature and folk culture(1985: 226).

Methodologt

The hallmark of altemative development methodology is participation. parti_
cipatory Action Research, Rapid Rurar Appraisal as well as conscienti zation,critical pedagogy and empowerment are'further elements in the arternativedevelopment repertoire. These elements are not specific or exclusive to alter_native development. They have been developed rn education (e.g. Mclaren1995), liberation theology and general development studies. Arguably what isspecific to alternative development is the local and popular coňtext in whichthey are applied. participation is a deeply probrematic nttion; it is an improve_ment on top-down mobilization, but it remains paternalistic - unress the idea ofparticipation is radically turned around, such ihat gou"*-"nrr, lot".outiooutinstitutions or NGos wourd be considered as participating in people,s localdevelopment.e

Epistemologlt

Korten (1990) mentions the phenomenon of 'believing is seeing,, or paradigmscontrolling perception. we tend to select and suppress information aclording toour beliefs. Alternative development in this senie claims a .copemican 
revolu_tion' in understanďng de'velopment. The key resource becomes not the country,Saggregate GNP but people's creativity. This would also impry, for instance, that.poverty' 

as such disappears as a clear.cut development inái"uto.. no.,".ty u, uoindicator follows from the deveropment-as-growtl paradigm: .,rr. poo., are thetarget of development because they lack ecoiomic.".o*"ě,. But ifievelopmentis not about growth but about institutional transformation, then the concem is notmerely with economic capital but as much with social, curtural, symbolic andmoral capital and in these respects poor people can be rich. This introduces dif_ferent distinctions such as the 'rooteo' ana the 'uprooted, poor (carmen 1996).
9l"t::rtp". of poverty as wholesale deprivation, the .culture of p;*rty, etc., aredisabling elements of development discourse. They evoke the nátion oi d",,elop-ment as external intervention. The keynote of alternative devetopment epis-temology is local knowledse.

Indigenous Knowledge
Another keynote in alternative deveropment and post-deveropment thinkingis critique of science. In India, the worl of Ashis Nandy, shiv vishvanathan.

iiClaude Alvares and Vandana Shiva is part of a wider critique-of-science movement.
i.iVandana Shiva (1991) criticizes the Enlightenment model and seeks to formulate

i,an altemative development paradigm'. Critique of science is also well developed

i in Latin America. According to Escobar (1992b), Westem science through develop-

ment exercises a form of 'cultural violence on the Third World' and what is
lfneeded are 'alternative conceptions of knowledge'.

i;l Critique-of-science movements involve dissident intellectuals, popular organi-

'izations and NGOs who oppose mainstream development expertise and policy,

iand network with movements in the West and Japan. Beck (1992) regards critique

1': of science and technology as the main form of struggle in the 'new modernity' of

, 'risk society'. In view ofthe globalization ofrisk - such as global ecological haz-
i ards, the export of polluting industries and waste materials, the risks of biogenetic

., engineering, the spread of reproduction technologies - this is rapidly becoming a
global contestation. In the South 'indigenous knowledge' is a countervailing
position to Westem science.

Tariq Banuri formulates a cultural critique of modemity focusing on what he

calls the 'impersonality postulate of modernity: That impersonal relations are

inherently superior to personal relations' (1990: 79). This yields a continuum of

eontrasting positions, with respect to ontology: from individualism to holism; with

respect to cosmology: from instrumentalism to relational context; and epistemology:
from positivism to hermeneutics. These contrasts parallel Carol Gilligan's (1982)

distinction between masculine/feminine and impersonal/relational perspectives.r0

Banuri links a Foucauldian agenda ofresistance and 'resurrection of subjugated

knowledges' to a vision of the future in the South. He argues in favour not only

of a 'decentralized polity, economy, and society' but also of epistemological

decentralization.
The problem, however, with the poststructuralist turn in development thinking

is the same with poststructuralism in general: the critique of the Enlightenment
easily slips into adoption of the 'other Enlightenment' - romanticism and unre-
flected reverence for tradition and community; or a postmodern conservatismo
which in the end is indistinguishable from anti-modern conservatism. Critique of

science is inherent in late modernity and therefore also in development thinking

in its present late phase; but it can take an unreflected or a reflexive form. Ifunre-

flected, it verges on anti-intellectualism, or possibly, intellectual anti-intellectualism.
I will conclude this chapter (and this book: see Chapter 10) by arguing for a

reflexive development, which involves a reflexive, rather than a rhetorical and

wholesale critique of science.
The notion of indigenous knowledge has developed out of the regard for local

knowledge (Chambers 1983; Brokensha et al. 1980; Hobart 1993). 'To ignore
people's knowledge is almost to ensure failure in development' (Agrawal 1995b: 3).

Indigenous knowledge, or the practical knowledge of people in other cultures,
gives substance and depth to otherwise rhetorical categories such as endogenous

development. I I Yet it is difficult - as in the case of other alternative development
orientations - to turn indigenous knowledge into a clear-cut principle in view of
the absence ofa hard boundary between indigenous and other forms ofknowledge.
After all, what is 'indigenous'? This is also a construction (like 'modernity')
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and one that is not devoid of romantic overtones. Agrawal (1995a) makes a
persuasive case that there are no principled grounds on the basis ofwhich indi-
genous knowledge can be distinguished from scientific knowledge. Rather than
pursuing indigenous knowledge per se, Agrawal advocates the combination and
blending of knowledge systems. This note of caution is not meant to neutralize
criticisms from an'indigenous'point of view but is the kind of qualification that
is necessary if one wants to take these concems seriously, for instance in relation
to questions such as indigenous intellecfual property rights or traditional resource
rights (e.g. Posey 1994).

D evelopment C ooperation

With redefining development comes a different assessment of international
development cooperation. The general trend is away from development assistance
to cooperation and partnership. As Korten notes, the consequences of develop-
ment assistance or international aid have all too often bgen anti-developmental;
'it reduces capacities for sustained self-reliant development' (1990: 139). Con-
ventional development assistance is a matter of 'moving money' rather than
'building capacity'. This involves the familiar distinction between relief (welfare)
and development: 'Where the needs are chronic, rather than temporary, increas-
ing the amount of humanitarian assistance, especially food aid, is likely to exacer-
bate the problem' (ibid.).

The principle of people's sovereignty or popular legitimacy as the basis of
sovereignty involves a redefinition of development cooperation as principally a
matter of people-to-people relations in which governments play a mediating and
enabling role. Development cooperation then needs to be redefined as a process
of 'mutual empowerment' (Korten 1990: 146-"1 , cf. Duffield 1996).

If we would group the elements discussed above as an alternative development
model in contrast to a conventional development model centred on growth, the
result might be as shown in Table 6.1. Still the question remains whether this
would constitute an altemative development paradigm or profile; for now the
slightly more neutral terminology of models is adopted. Since the profiles in each
model differ over time, in several boxes multiple options are indicated.

Accepting these as the contours of an alternative development paradigm would
have several attractions. Alternative development ceases to be any alternative in
relation to mainstream development. Alternative development as a diffuse posi-
tion might be effective for alternative development as critique but not as a pro-
graÍrme to be implemented, An alternative development paradigm might help the
chances for alternative development to gain recognition and institutional support,
which is necessary if it is no longer about marginal local initiatives supported by
NGOs but if it aims to be a large-scale overhaul of development as such. If alter-
native development is about wide-ranging synergies between communities,
government agencies, ínternational institutions and business, then its profile must
be both distinct enough and acceptable enough to generate support in institutional
circles and diverse communities of interest. Yet this raises different ouestions
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Table 6.1 Develooment models
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Growth Social transformation

Objectives

Resources

Featuťes
Agency

Epistemology

Modalities

Methods

Social policy

Development
cooperation

Indicators

Accumulation

Capital, technology, trade,
foreign investment, external
expertise

Growth-led
State-led or market-led

Science

Exogenous examples,
demonstÉtion effect,
modernity vs. tradition,
technology transfer

Import substitution
industrialization, export-led
growth, growth poles,
innovation, structural
adjustment

Trickle-down. Safety net

Aid, assistance

GDP

Capacitation, human
development

Human resources, social
capital, local knowledge

Equity-led
People, communiry.

Synergies between society,
government, market

Critique of science,
indigenous knowledge

Endogenous developrnent,
modemization from within
modernízation of tradition

Participation, sustainability,
democratization

Trickle-up. Social
capacitation through redistribution

Partnership, mutLral
obligation

Green GDP, Human
Development Index,
institutional densities

A serious discussion of altemative development as a paradigm would involve its
negotiation, renegotiation and fine-tuning in wide circles. This treatment cannot
prejudge such a broad discussion; but what does arise is a more ftlndamental
question: whether the notion of paradigm is applicable at all.

Paradigm Politics

The world is tired of grand solutions. (Manťred Max-Neef l 99 1 : 1 l0)

To match Kuhn's concept, a paradigm shift in development would have to meet
three conditions: it must provide a metatheory, be accepted by a cornmunity of
practitioners, and have a body of successful practice, including exemplars that
can be held up as paradigms in practice. Sato and Smith (1996: 90) mention these
requirements, but their brief chapter fails to deliver a metatheory. In my view
more fundamental questions need to be asked. What is the status of a paradigm
and is this concept and that ofparadigm shift relevant to social science'i A para-
digm in the sense of Thomas Kuhn (1962) refers to the explanatory power of

i":T:*::' 11*: 1'*J:'- :T:'T'::il,::':::i:1",:' Y., * :p::::,::d



particularly in the natural sciences. Kuhn's position was that social science is
.pre.paradigrnatic' because a scholarly consensus such as exísts in physics or
biology is not available in social science.

If we consider this more closely, in the social sciences positivism is largely a
past station, except in some forms of economics. The interpretative character of
social science has become widely accepted since phenomenology, hermeneutics
and more recently the 'linguistic tum'. Also if one does not accept discourse
analysis and deconstruction as analytic instruments, the time of blind faith in
models and grand theories is left behind. It is generally understood that social
sciences are of an extraordinary complexity because they involve political
processes that are reflexive in nature, in the sense that social actors will act upon
any theory, which is thus modified in action. Constructivism is widely accepted
as a theoretical framework in relation to social phenomena as well as in relation
to social science theories, which of course are also social phenomena. In construc-
tivism, notions of paradigm and paradigm shift are built in. Pierre Bourdieu's
analyses ofsocial science in action are an example (1988) and so is his notion of
reflexive sociology (Bourdieu and Wacquant 1992).It follows that in relation to
reflexive social science the concept of paradigm does not hold and that social
science is basically 'post-paradigmatic' or, at least, non-paradigmatic. In social
science 'paradigm' may be used in a loose sense but it does not serve the same
function of critique of positivism as in natural sciences, nor does it adequately
describe the organization of science.

Recent years have witnessed an outburst of claims for new paradigms in social
science, development studies included - a kind of new paradigm epidemic.
Paradigm shift is a central theme of postmodernism (McHale 1992, Bauman
1992, Santos 1996) and also figures in claims for'new science'(Capra 1988).
Lipietz (1995) presents political ecology as a new paradigm. Hazel Henderson's
work centres on paradigm shifts (1991, 1996a,1996b). Mahbub ul Haq (1995)
proposes a human development paradigm. Norman Long's (1994)'actor-oriented
paradigm' refers to a critique of structuralist approaches in development and a
retum to anthropological sensibilities.

What is the point of these exercises in a general context of reflexive, construc-
tivist social science? It does signal a watershed, at minimum a more reflexive
rnentality in social science. But is borrowing from the natural sciences an appro-
priate move? One impression is that the claims to paradigm shifts primarily serve
a political purpose. What is at issue is a claim for political unity and convergence:
by emphasizing the intellectual convergence of diverse elements, the chances for
political cohesion of diverse constituencies may be enhanced. Part of the appeal
of Kuhn's paradigm shift is the element of revolution or a drastic break in intel-
lectual and therefore political practice. But in fact in cunent usages paradigm is
used in a broad and loose sense of an 'intellectual framework', similar to dis-
course and epistěme' and not in Kuhn's more specific sense of an explanatory
framework that defines the practice of 'normal science'. More often it concerns
normative values rather than explanatory and metatheoretical frameworks.

Development, even though it hinges on theory as the beacon of policy, is more
concemed with policy than explanatory frameworks. In development, the claim

of a paradigm shift means that a policy framework has changed. Thus, ul Haq's

human development paradigm refers to a set of normative orientations - equity,

sustainability' productivity, empowerÍnent - and not merely to a different

explanatory framework. There are still further reasons why the notion of apara-

digm shift may not apply to development or alternative development.
The first consideration is diversity in the South. If conventional develop-

mentalism (growth, modemization, neoclassical economics) is no longer accept-
able because of its linear logic and universalist pretension, why should an

alternative development paradigm hold? There are now 'five Souths' (Group of

Lisbon 1995: 47) and a wide range of local variations within each of these: how

could a single paradigm encompass such a diversity of development paths, needs
and circurnstances? Besides, would a new orthodoxy really be desirable? Is what is

needed not rather a post-paradigmatic perspective? The diffuseness of altemative
development may also be an analytical advantage. Alternative developtnent as a
loosely interconnected ensemble of sensibilities and practices is more flexible in
resonating with diverse situations than an altemative development paradigrn.
While a paradigm shift implies a revolution in relation to past work it rneans
routinization in relation to future work. It would fix a practice of 'normal

development'. In view of the diversity and flux of the development field such
routinization may precisely not be what is desirable. In other words, the urge
toward paradigm renewal may itself be inappropriate.

Further considerations in relation to an alternative development paradigm are

the following.

tr The various elements of the alternative development package are each mean-
ingful but none of them can be turned into a firm, hard principle: it follows that
altemative development as a paradigm carulot stand up either. The strength of
altemative development positions is critical, rather than programmatic.

B The elements of the alternative development paradigm are contradictory. In
effect endogenism as a principle annuls any general formulation of altema-
tive development. 'If the people are the principal actors in the altemative
development paradigm' the relevant reali'ty must be the peopleš ov,n, CO|1.
structed by them only' (Rahman 1993: 220, emphasis in original). By this
logic, how can there be a general altemative development theory, let alone a
paradigm? There can only be a sprawling archipelago of local alternative
perspectives.

D The valorization of indigenous knowledge has similar implications. Giving the
alternative development paradigm the status of a metatheory - the usual way
out of 'Zeno's paradox' ('the Cretan says that all Cretans are liars') - does not
work in this case because it establishes outsiders as experts over insiders.

There is also an institutional dimension to this question. There may be political

advantages as well as disadvantages to a sharp break with mainstream development.
Sanyal (1994) argues that altemative development has withered because it has not
found institutional support. which it has not because agencies, bureaucracies and

ministries cannot handle sharp discontinuities in principles and practices (dis-

cussed further under 'Mainstream development' below).
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The above considerations apply to the broad alternative development paradigm
(á laHettne, Rahman, Carmen and others) while the Bretton Woods challengers
propose a much naÍTower alternative development paradigm of equitable, sus-

tainable and participatory development. Here a different problem applies: the dis-

tinction between the nat-row alternative development paradigm and mainstream

development exists as a rhetorical claim only, for the sole distinctive feature is

the insistence that development be equitable. This ímplíes a critique of the trickle-

down principle of neoclassical economics; but that too, even in the mainstream,

is nowadays hardly a controversial point. This, then, is a clear instance of'para-

digm politics'.

Mainstream Development

Mainstream development here refers to everyday development talk in developing

countries, international institutions and intemational development cooperation. It

now seems a long time since development was defined as growth and simply

measured by means of per capita GNP. Gradually, starting with basic needs and

other heterodox approaches in the 1970s, development has been redeÍined as

enlargement of people's choices and human capacitation (e.g. Sen 1985) and as

if people, basic needs, health, literacy, education and housing matter. The Human

Development Index (HDI) has become an influential standard. People-centred

development is becoming a mainstream position.
This means that there is now considerable overlap between mainstream and

alternative development, which share much the same rhetoric, ideals and defini-

tion of development: participation, work with the poor and vulnerable groups,

local action. This overlap is not always apparent from alternative development ďs-

courses; which often tend to Stereotype and ťrx mainstream approaches. This may

be a maťter of institutional lag or ignorance about changes in the maínstream; or a

proclivity to antagonistic posturing in terms of 'us' and 'them', building up the

altemative appeal by emphasizing the backwardness of the mainstream. Adherents

of alternative development hold different views on the nature of the relationship

between altemative and mainstream development. Two extreme positions are that

alternative development is to be as distinct and separate from mainstream develop-

ment as possible (e.g. most Breťton Woods challengers, Kothari, in some respects

Korten), or that continuity between mainstream and altemative development both

exists and is desirable (e.g. Wignaraj a 1992). Most proponents of an altemative

development paradigm posit a contradiction between growth and structural

reform on the one hand and alternative development on the other. Ul Haq, as a

proponent of human development (HD), does not see a contradiction between

human development and structural reform. His human development paradigm is

identical to the alternative development paradigm except that, characterisiically, it

includes production as a core value.
This also implies a tension between alternative and human development. The

limitation of human development, according to some, is that critical concems are

being instrumentalized short of the overhaul of the development-as-growth

model, so that in effect development business-as-usual can carry on under a

different umbrella. what we see is still a 'fetishism of numbers' (Max-Neef
1991). Friedmann (1992) mentions, besides human and citizen rights, 'human
flourishing' as the value orientation of alternative development, precisely to
counteract its operationa|izatíon in indices such as the Human Development
Index. This affirms that alternative development is about something beyond
merely another set of measuring standards, which is a point worth making - but
only if we also consider the ímportance of indices such as HDI in influencing
policy frameworks (Henderson 1996b: 122, ur Haq 1995). Implementation is
desirable, practicalities are prosaic, and institutions need measurements. Human
Ílourishing exceeds but also requires human development. In analogy with
Moser's (1991) argument on gender needs, one could say that altemative develop-
ment is not only about practical but also about strategic needs, i.e. a profound
redistribution of resources within societies and on a world scale. Except that the
alternative development paradigm stakes an even larger claim: the total overhaul
of development.

According to Rajni Kothari (1993b), alternatives have been coopted, resulting
in 'a world without alternatives'. Kothari complains of 'deep cooptation': not
only organizations but mentalities have changed, a critical edge has been lost. He
observes 'the consumerism and commercialisation of diverse human enterprise,
the basic crisis of vision - in a sense, an end of "altematives" in the real and com-
prehensive sense of the term' (1 993b: 136). This kind of pessimism, while under-
standable, seems somehow illogical: what reason is there to assume, short of a
fundamental shift in human nature, that the creativity that has given rise to alter-
natives in one context will not ťrnd different avenues ofexpression, whatever the
circumstances and indeed prompted by them? That emancipation can be success-
ful should not be held against it - although it often is, as if a sisyphean task were
a seal of purity. But of course Kothari views cooptation not as success but as
capitulation - but doesn't the record look much more varied?r2 cooprarron,
besides being logical in view of the way the development field is structured, may
be desirable if it means a greater chance that once-marginal views are imple-
mented. There is cause to regret cooptation mainly if one regards alternative
development as a position extemal to the system; but this kínd of island mental-
ity is as sterile as delinking as a national development strategy. Governments and
NGos are factually interdependent in terms of agenda setting and funding. The
entire field is changing, including government organizations.

An intermediate option is the 'growth plus' approach: growth p/zs redishibu-
tion, participatíon, human development, or .sustainable growth'. .Redistribution

with growth' was a prominent position in the 1970s (chenery et al. 1974).
Structural adjustment with a human face has been an in-between position (Jolly
,1986). Korten (1990) views'adding on'as a weakness of alternatives and seeks
therefore to establish as sharp as possible a break with conventional positions.
However, from the point of view of policy implementation and institutional accep-
tance, 'adding on' may rather be a source ofstrength, because for bureaucracies in
welfare ministries and intemational agencies total breaks are much more diťficult
to handle than additional policy options (Sanyal 1994). ht view of such political
ramifications, ís it necessary or wise to formulate alternatíve development as



anti-growth? Ul Haq ( I 995) argues for continuity, rather than plain contradiction,
between growth and human development (cf. Griffin and McKinley 1994). In his
view the key issue is the quality of growth. Ul Haq builds on the 1970s redistri-
bution with growth position; the difference is that, while arguing for theoretical
continuity and policy refinement. he also claims the staťus of a new paradigm and
a 'revolutionary' role for human development. A different consideration is that
substantively the nature of economic growth itself is undergoing rethinking, also
in the Nofth. An increasingly prominent line of research concerns the links
between growth and social development and the idea that social capital is crucial
to economic development (see Chapter 8).

Conclusion

Development is not *ryLtl:ggÉl9'-b*Jt might be argued that the big hiatus in
'.'l"_-tu*
developmefiT*fiow no longer runs between mainstream and alternative develop-
ment but within mainstream development. Mainstream development now incor-
porates many alternative development elements and practices. It is the vast
stretch of contemporary mainstream development' from the Breťton Woods insti-
tutions all the way to grassroots empowerÍnent, that makes for its cacophonic,
schizophrenic character. Broadly speaking, the divide now mns between human
and altemative development, on the one hand, and the number-crunching
approach to development, the positivism of growth, on the other. Institutionally
this rift runs between the tJN agencies and the IMF, wíth the World Bank increas-
ingly - and precariously * straddled somewhere in the middle.

The differences between alternative and human development are significant
enough but not as wide as those between them and the 'Washington consensus'
(or what remains of it). By comparison to alternative development, human develop-
ment is better positioned institutionally, from the LIN system to economics and
social welfare ministries in the South; on the other hand, it tends to be bureau-
cratic in outlook. The bottom line agency of the human development approach is
the state, whereas the agency of altemative development is local, grassroots and
social movement activism. To alternative development there is a protest element,
a polemics against development-business-as-usual which represents a 'local' and
grassroots take on development that is probably irreplaceable: witness contribu-
tions such as participatory ,action research. Alternative development brings
anthropology into development. Yet alternative development cannot walk away
fiorn the role ofthe state. Education and health care policies cannot be left to local
alternative development. Economic development requires state action. This is real-
ized in more recent alternative approaches, which argue that a strong civil society
needs a strong state (as in Friedmann1992, Brohman 1996). This also follows
from the need to combine micro and macro approaches to development. Human
development provides an enabling perspective on the developmental role of the
state. Thus, alternative and human development together represent a combination
oflocal, grassroots and state perspectives. Both approaches also involve different
perspectives on global reform. Neither is complete: alternative development

cannot do without the state; human development cannot flourish without an active
civil society, nationally and intemationally. After all, what matters is the direc-
tion and character of overall development. In comparison to this question the dif-
ferences between alternative and human development are relatively minor. The
key issue is the relationship between social and human development and the poli-
cies followed by the Bretton Woods institutions.

Notes

I The notion of counterpoint has been inspired by Wertheim's theory of emancipation (1974; cf.
Nederveen Pieterse 1989, Ch. 3, 'Counterpoint and ernancipation').

2 In the 1995 edition of his book, Hettne fine-tunes his position on altemative development in terms
of three principles: .The principle of territorialism as a counterpoint to functionalism. The princíple
of culhral pluralism as a counterpoint to standardized modemization. The principle of ecological sus-
tainability as a counterpoint to "growth" and consumerism' (1995: 199). These reformulations are
hardly improvements. Territorialism involves a spatial demarcation of development that is as prob-
lematic as the ideas on ethnodevelopment (discussed below). Cultural pluralism is now widely
accepted and thematized in the culture and development approach (Ch. 5 above). Contrasting sus-
tainability and growth is crude; ul Haq's (1995) point that what matters is not growth but the quality
ofgrowth is more to the point. I owe these quotes to a review ofHettne's book by Gasper (1996).

3 Sources include Dag Hammarskjrild Foundation ( 1975), Nerfin ( I 977). Wolfe ( 198 I ), Ktauss and
Korten (1984), Drabek (1987), Korten (1990). Hettne (1990), Max-Neef(1991), Fr iedmann (1992),
Rahman (1993), carmen (1996) and a wide amay of articles in books and joumals (such as
Intetnational Foundatiolt for Del,elopment Álternatives, which dissolved iri the early l990s, and
Álternatives)' Critiques ofaltemative development are Latouche l993, Sanyal 1994 and Cowen and
Shenron (1996: 457 -72).

4 This is the context ofCarmen (1996), Coetzee (1989), Guha and Vivekenanda ( 1985) and also of
my work, I teach in an MA programme on Politics of Altemative Development Strategies at a graduate
school in development studies. As an anthropologist by original trainirrg and aťter years livilrg in
countries in the South, my interests span the range from local development to global altematives.

5 Brown and Ashman 1996, 1999 discuss various factors that make intersectoral cooperation fail
or succeed.

6 New modemization theory as So (1990) notes does take into account traditions as sources ofil-
novation alld notjust as 'resistance to change'.

7 Sundaram (1994) draws a distinction betv'een 'development from below', which he views as the
domain oťlocal, district or regional government, and .development from within, as the teťrain ofthe
village or grassroots. This distinction between endogenous (local govemment) and within (village) is
rather unusual. I owe this reference to Aurora Galindo.

8lndependentofthesesourcesSomjee(1991:153-7)alsousesthetermethnodevelopmentbuthere
it means so much as people's development.

9 Carmen 1996 makes this point. See also critiques ofparticipation by Estava 1985 and the treat-
ment by Stiefel and Wolfe 1994. The concepts oťparticipation, empowerment' resistance and eman-
cipation are critically discussed in Nederveen Pieterse 1992b.

l0 westem social theories, according to Banuri (1990), view everything, exohange, production,
jurisprudence, education, political science, etc. - through the prism ofimpersonality. The cognitive
shift from the personal to the impersonal parallels a shift from intemal to extemal constraints; it
represents an advantage for centralízed instifutions, Štructures of surveillance and control in know-
ledge, politics, and architecture. Banuri cites Ashis Nandy's definition ofprogress as'an expansion
the awareness of oppression' ( I 990: 9 I ). Gilles Deleuze said about Foucault: 'You have taught some-
thing absolutely fiurdamental: The indignity ofspeaking on someone else's behalf'(quoted irr Banuri
1990:96). From this follows a critique ofthe role ofthe expert: 'It is not for the outside expert to insist
that the goals which he or she thinks worth pursuing are the ones which should be pursued by all


